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REBOUNDED, REBUILT, REBORN! 




































































69-7,Q Agora responds to need for involvement 
Annually Walkerville chooses a new leader ... 
AGORA 
President . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Peter Machina 
Vice-President . .. ............. Tom Robson 
Secretary .................. Linda Muhleisin 
Treasurer ...................... Gord Chan 
Social Conveners ......... Cathy Rush, Phil Ing 
Special Committee ....... .. . Wayne Lewchuk 
Assemblies ................ Joanne Machina 























Desired: Agora with zip! 
Qualifications: Achievements, Responsibility, 
Concern, Involvement 
What is the Agora '69-70? It is alive - Spirit, 
Enthusiasm, Rebirth. 
The Agora wasted no time. We have had a 
refreshing school life with many interesting assem-
blies, dances, dress-down days and projects. Talent 
assemblies, sponsored by the Agora, allow students to 
be involved. The rebirth of spirit was felt at the many 
dances and the gala formal. There were school pro-
jects raising money for U.N.I.C.E.F., for needy fami-
lies at Christmas, for school clubs. Success at selling 
Christmas trees gave responsibility to those who were 
concerned. 
By the end of the year we felt the impact of the 





G.A.A.-- B.A.A. ---- Operators Behind The Scenes 
G.A.A. 
President .............•.....••..•..... Joanne Filipic 
Vice·President . . .......•.•..•....... Heather Marshall 
Secretary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . Donna Horne 
Volleyball .......................... Linda Muhleisin 
.•..............•..•..•.•.... Jane Mencel 
Basketball .......•.•................ Joanne Machina 
.•...•.•....................•. Holly Krol 
Referees ..•......................•.. Peggy Graham 
. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • Rosemary Menyes 
Swimming ...............•............ Janet Lawson 
Tennis ..•.....•....................•. Anne Young 
Badminton ........................... Linda Ashwell 
Gymnastics • . . . . . . . • . • . • . . . • . . . • . . . . . . Marg Gyemi 
Track . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . Carol Lossing 
B.A.A. 
President ....................•........ Peter Mcleod 
Vice.President . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Alan Lossing 
Secretary .......•..•.................... Rick Dixon 
Swimming ..............•............. Peter Machina 
Golf ....•.......................... Richard Biasatti 
Basketball ....•.•..................... Doug Sprague 
Football . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . • Dennis Hannon 
Volleyball .............•...............• Ron Stewart 
Soccer . .............................. Alfred Lebherz 
Cross Country . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bob Brown 
Tennis ... .............................. Peter Weber 
Track ................................. John Streda 
Sell those tickets! 
This year enthusiasm was 
present in the setting of prices 
and the selling of football 
tickets. With deep zeal, ticket 
sellers supervised by the B.A.A. 
helped assemble most of the 
student body at the games. 
With the assistance of the 
G.A.A. the uniforms and 
awards were paid for. Most 
active in the award assembly, 
these 'IIIOrkers behind the scene 
helped also in the organization 
and supervision of the inter-
mural sports. 
Principal, Vice-Principal Inspire Success 
Was there enthusiasm? 
Talk to Mr. Enthusiasm, our 
vice-principal Mr. Aitken. We've 
all been spurred on to success 
by those famous words "How 
sweet it is!" In the early morn-
ing announcements, his rousing 
cheers set us off in happy moods 
to tackle the problems of the 
school day. Also, he handled 
those daily problems (where 
were you last period yesterday, 
Rick?) and helped keep W.C.I. 
going. 
The unbeatable team of 
determination and enthusiasm 
were key factors in the success 
of W.C.I. '69-70. 
Determination, alias our 
principal Mr. Mallender, was 
essential to keep the school 
running smoothly this year. 
Although the noise of construc-
tion often disturbed classes and 
jangled nerves, although the 
maintenance crew went on 
strike for several days, and 
although there were at least 
1200 individual time-tables to 
keep straig,t on the new 
ungraded system, Mr. Mallender 
provided that persistence to 
keep W.C.I. going. 
Determination plus Enthusiasm 
added to the great re-birth of 
W.C.I. '69-70! 
History: An inquiry in to the past 
Is there something more to History than dates and essays? Miss Falls, the head of our Department has 
this to say on the subject: 
"Since history is often an i nquiry into the experiences of our predecessors to acquire an understanding 
of our contemporary problems and their implications, a criterion of judgment and a reasoned argument 







Absent: Mr. Henderson 
,/ 
In previous years, our history courses have been 
more or less "survey" type, but with the initiation of t he 
ungraded system at Walkervi lle, the seniors now have a 
choice of taking military strategy, Russian History, and 
what is referred to as "isms". These courses have been 
designed to permit a more concentrated study of the 
subject. 
~ 






Absent: Mrs. Waddell 
Whether it be "Parlez-vous franc;:ais?", "lHabla 
usted Espanol?", or "Sprechen Sie Deutsch?", they 
all mean welcome to the wonderful world of langu-
ages. Students not onfy learn from their instructors, 
but also from tape recordings and records. In class, 
there is a great deal of oral work. Poetry, short stories, 
and even novels are read through the course of the 
year. These varied techniques and media help to give 
the students more than just a grammar knowledge of 
their language. 
Who says Latin is a dead language? With Mr. Sillick at the head 
of our department, Latin students are not only concerned with the 
study of grammar, but take a candid look into the ancient Roman 









Math ... Science ... Counterparts in technology. 


















In today's modern world, Science and Math 
play essential roles. Math A and B, Computer 
Science and Data Processing merge with the 
Chemical, Physical and Biological Sciences to 
give our students an excellent basis for later 









Noises of hammers and drills constantly emerged from the 
Industrial Arts area, where the boys turned out many novelties in 
woods and metals. 
Mr. MacDonald 
Miss Campbell 
Absent: Mr. Testani, Mr. Halliday 
It is almost impossible to get along today without some 
knowledge of marketing, typing, or accounting. At Walkerville, all 
of these subjects are available to any level. 
--2'!!! 
Let yourself and your imagination loose! 
Whether it be sketching, oil painting, clay or 
wood sculpture, our art students exemplify their 
creative abilities using these materials. 
Under the careful supervision of Miss Haller, not 
only do the girls learn to cook, but they also sew their 
own fashions. 





Physical Fitness Programme 
encompasses numerous 
• - · activities 
Mrs. Cruickshanks 
Mrs. Perfect 
Absent: Miss Parkinson 
Recreational swimming ... aerobatics . .. archery . .. volley-
ball ... This is what Girls' P.E. is all about in 1970, and with a change 
of activities every two weeks, hardly anyone ever gets bored. What 
more could a girl want? 
Mr. Stomp Mr. Montour Mr. Miller Mr. Allison 
If you're interested in the health and welfare of the male 
population in this school, you'll be glad to hear that the Boys' P.E. 
programme this year has been especially designed to make each boy 
the man of your dreams. 
Football, soccer, basketball, track. Take your pick! 





Special credit and thanks should go to our 
Guidance staff this year for all the extra work they 
had to take on as a result of the ungraded system 
and all the different timetables which had to be 
changed in September. 
It would have been difficult to get along 
without this group of advisors to help us with 
our daily problems. Our thanks also goes to Mrs. 
Greenwood, without whose assistance the files 
and appointments would be less organized. 
Down, down, down into the darkness of the grave 
Gently they go, the beautiful, the tender, the kind; . 
Quietly they go, the intelligent, the witty, the brave. 
I know. But I do not approve. And I am not resigned. 





Workers who share the responsibility 
Mrs. Patrick 
Here you see 
four young ladies who 
devote a great deal of 
their time and skills 
typing, filing, doing 
report cards and other 
various jobs for the 
school. 
This year we realized just how important 
our maintenance staff really was when we had to 
do without them during their strike in September. 
Cheryl 
Thanks to our efficient staff in the cafeteria our 
teachers and students enjoy fresh sandwiches, cakes 
and coffee every d~fi'i~soraF'ub li 
Mr. Cruick· 
shank is the head 




Root Teams on to Victory 
LIST OF MEMBERS: David 
Squires, Ross Campbell, Wayne 
Lewchuk, Cem Kaner, Rick 
Norman, Fred Kushnir, Mike 
Saruna, Chris Tyler, Kris 
Vengler, Janice Johnson, Jane 
Osborn, Nickie Jackson, 
Terry Burton, Don Miloywich, 
Joe Mayceowski, Theresa 
Hynsbrock, Leonard Wallace, 
Mary Lou Liles, Tony Valente, 
Gina Reid, Peter Osborn, 
Elizabeth Gall, Mike Gallow, 
Paul Bartlett. 
success story 
U.N. Wylie Johnson rules on 
action. 
Last October, Walkerville's gymnasium echoed with shouts of , "Point of 
Information", "Point of Order", and "I abstain", as members of the second 
Model U.N. battled to pass their bills through the General Assembly. Delegates 
"representing" various countries attended from schools all over Windsor and a 
few were from Detroit. Perhaps the real highlight of the day was not the excite-
ment of debating, but the bevy of good looking girls ready and willing to carry 
messages from one delegation to another. 
History classes attended the assembly in order to "soak in" the atmosphere, 
see their fellow students in action. Trophies were awarded to best delegation and 
best delegate. 
It is hoped that Walkerville will present another Model United Nations 
next year, since this year's was a success well worth repeating. 
Vickie Jackson and friend admire the enlarger in the darkroom. 
Dunny Newman views the latest "developments" in his "candid camera campaign". 
32 
Many People 
Do words like "Stop bath", "Hypo neutral-
izer", and "Fixer", sound strange to your ears? 
Well cheer up, you're not as dumb as you think. 
If you were a member of the Photography club 
they would be part of your everyday vocabulary. 
Members of this club spend long hours labouring 
in the dark room to produce a finished photograph 
and then still have to figure out why their light 
exposure was wrong or their F Stop inaccurate. 
Its just part of the tradse however, as members 
learn what it takes to make a good picture. 
Special thank~ must be extended to Mr. 
Mattais and his club for the many photographs 
contributed to the yearbook. 



















John Posloski (right) and Gord Kitchen Cleft) are shown in their native habitat, the darkroom. 
LOOK INTERESTING? This is a time exposure of a spinninc:i light. 
33 
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The Art Club was responsible for the numerous 
posters on the school walls as wel I as decorating for 
the semi-formal. This year's theme, Sub Stella, was a 
great success and congratulations are given to the 
Art Club for the time and effort that produced 
such breathtaking decorations. 
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Orchestra tunes up 
If you were ever at school around 7:30 A.M., 
on a Tuesday or Wednesday morning, you may have 
been greeted by the sound of drums or trumpets. 
Each week the orchestra and concert band met for 
earily morning practices. The results were very good, 





















The Musical Production of Oliver by the 
Walkerville Light Opera was termed a great 
success. The musical played for five night per-
formances and an afternoon matinee for pub-
lic schools. Much hard work went into the 
rehearsal in October. Satisfaction comes in 
the knowledge that a good job was done and 
the audience gave their views by enormous 
applause and standing ovations. 
Thanks go to Mr. Curry and Mrs. Thur-
good for such fine directing. 
The costume department was respon-
sible for finding the proper costume for each 
cast member. Any repairs needed were also 
taken care of by this group. 
"Food, glorious food!" 
39 
The make-up crew was at school at least two 
hours before open curtain as they created new faces 
and colouring for the cast's seventy members. Among 
the best jobs were those done on Fagan and Mr. 
Sourberry. Special thanks go to Greg Palmer. 
The backstage crew, under the direction of 
Laurel Turner, was responsible for construction and 
painting of sets as well as making scenery and prop 
changes between scenes in the play. Many hours of 
hard work went into the planning and construction 
of scenes and the crew was often seen eating supper 
at school and not leaving until nine. However opening 
night they were ready and behind the scenes the 
crew members worked quietly, quidkly and efficiently 






BACK ROW: Cheryl Lajoie, Fern Silverstein, Kathleen MacDonald, Patti Meloche, Sheila MacDonald, Margaret Reinhart, 
Janis Garrant, Miss Haller. FIRST ROW: Nancy Konyu, Geraldine Lajore, Karen Sivell, Mary Kirn, Lee Varo, Elaine 
Boucher, Cheryl Plante, Grace Hearn, Karen Becket. 
Science Club 
BACK ROW: Mrs. Parks, Mr. Parks, Marye Bristow, Rose Mary Menyes, Sue Chamberlain, Arthur Fisher, Bob Saunders, 
Leo Ostropolec, Wes Trojand, Alan Sullivan, Stan Moczko, Eric Jenkins, Danny Ying, Linda Poisson, Adele Neuman, Rose 
Lamphi.Jre, Mr. Cruickshank s, Mr. Kocela. SECOND ROW: Lynn Robinson, Julie Nahnybida, Pauline L ee, Rob Bourque, 
Steve Lipcsel, Michael Collins, Chris Tyler, George Fenton, Dave Tinning, Doug Messer, Peter Westlake, David King, Kevin 
Fleming, William Ing, Kirk Stewart, Carol Watson, Pam Menard. FIRST ROW: Laura Ramsey, Debbie Johnson, Sandy 




Defensive Line ready and waiting! 
(T op Left): The closer you get ... 
(Centre): Careful - I might get hurt 
(Top Right): H ere it is ... come and get it 
SENIOR BOYS' FOOTBALL 
A terrific comeback by the Walkerville Tartans 
was one of the highlights of the fall term. After last 
year's poor showing, the team bounced back to win 
four and tie one, for a substantial play-off berth. 
Walkerville helped place Morris Cousineau and 
Nick Drakich on the all-city team for their excellent 
play, both on offense and defense. Other outstanding 
players in the line-up were quarterback Doug Sprague, 
linemen Pete Kalman, Pete Machina, and Charlie 
Wright, backfielders Marcel Marchand, and Bill Curry, 
and kicker Dennis Hannon. Big men on defense were 
Rick Dixon, Bob Saunders, Al Lossing, Rick Renaud, 
and Danny Wilson. A fine bench consisting of Brian 
Hannon, John Clark, Peter Gatfield, Bill Beaton, John 
Lazor and Bill Taylor backed up the team effort. 
Other players were Tim McKinnly, Richard Nageilsen, 
Franlk Hadju, Cam Spooner, Ian Boyd, Wayne Hamara, 
John Britton, Bill Lewenza, Reinout Reil ing and 
Brian Plenderleith. 
Special Thanks and appreciation go to Mr. Mil ler 
and Mr. Wortley for an excellent job of coaching and 
a bright future. Thanks also go to the team managers, 
Peter Weber, Brian Alliston, and Fred Tibbard. 
Senior Tartans 
Charge Into Finals 
TEAM RECORD 
Walkerville 7 Massey 7 
Walkerville 20 Tech 7 
Walkerville 23 Riverside 14 
Walkerville 14 Centennial 0 
Walkerville 16 Assumption 22 
Walkerville 21 Patterson 6 
PLAY-OFFS 
Walkervilte 17 Kennedy 15 
Walkerville 3 Herman 35 
- --------------·-------.,......,...-----. ____ _ 
Great Turnout Displays Junior Spirit 
FIRST (top) ROW (1-rl: 
Greg Driesan, Gary Waddel, 
Mark Howard, Mike Beare, 
Dan Branch, Jay Glendon, 
Mark Head, Ted Root, 
Edward Horn, Ed Ow.apis. 
MIDDLE ROW: George 
Hinders, Paul Shyshak, Jack 
Coulter, Chris Bryans, Jim 
Milido, Brad Wails, Wally 
Bradshaw, Mike Doherty, 
George Shamitsioari, Jack 
Hamilton, Ian Steele, Ken 
Paltridge, Brad Ryan. 
BOTTOM ROW: Fred 
Stibard, Randy Day, Bruce 
Robinson, Roger Bigalow, 
Bob Howison, Jim Gr,eene, 
Gregg Stewart, Charlie 
Semple, Sam Drakich, 
Brian Grieves, Mr. Britton. 


















JUNIOR FOOTBALL TEAM 
The junior Tartans, despite a relatively poor 1-3 
season, kept their heads high and their spirit up through 
the fall campaign. A huge September t urn out dis-
played the enthusiasm with which the team operated. 
The quarterbacking duties were shared by Bruce 
Coulthard and Charlie Semple. Excel lent rushers on 
the junior squad were Andy Bryans and Brad Walls 
along with Ian Steele and John Clark. Commendable 
linemen were Bob Howison, Steve Saunders, Chris 
Bryans, and Jim Melito. 
Many thanks go to the coaches, Mr. Halliday and 
Mr. Britton for their fine effort in coaching these boys. 
Gymnastics Team Tumbles Into Action 
GYMNASTICS CLUB 
GYMNASTICS CLUB 
TOP ROW 11-r): Camelle 
Hutton, Holly Krol, Richard 
Barrett, Richard Ovens, Carl 
Maceyouski, Lou Little, 
Susan Riddick. MIDDLE ROW: 
Mr. MacDonald, Caty Swanson, 
Donna Cambell, Joan Krawcyk, 
Dawn Stein, Sandy Gyemi, 
Marg Gyemi, JoAnne Schmidt, 
Mrs. Moll icone. BOTTOM 
ROW: Susan McCallum, Carol 
Davies, Bonnie Burgess, Susan 
-----,Gina-----, Leslie Barrett, 
Michelle Reinhart, Kris Eley. 
Every Monday and Wednesday, the Gymnastics 
club can be seen practising routines on the beam, the 
horse, and the uneven parallel bars. Under the guidance 
of Mrs. Mollicone and Mr. MacDonald they swing 
through such movements as knee-circles, front and 
knee scales, extensions, walk overs and head springs. 
This year, for the first time, we have a boys' team as 
well. They work mainly on the box horse, the tramp-
oline and shoulder stands on the uneven parallels. 
Although the group is small, it makes up for its size 
in unbelievable ability. 
Second Consecutive Victory For W. C . I. 
SOCCER TEAM 
Once again the Tartan Soccer Team was the best 
in the city. They brought back the W.S.S.A. trophy 
with a 10-1 record, but lost the S.W.O.S.S.A. trophy 
by one goal in the finals. 
The team displayed great spirit and good sports-
manship throughout the campaigns. Stars on the team 
were goalies Andy Root and Alfred Lebherz. Other 
note-worthy stars of this year's team were Nick 
Munkasci, Ken Sterling, Jerry Van Nie, Gord Chan, 
Mike Roberts, Richard Pernal, Danny Johnson, and 
Bob Grey. 
Mr. Lawson's efforts in coaching the team were 
rewarded by their fine performance, but the team 
still expresses thanks to a fine coach. 
The W. S. S . A. Soccer Champions 
SOCCER TEAM 
FIRST ROW (top) L-R: Gord Chan, Ken 
Sterling, Chris Easton, Mike Budd, Tom 
Lozon, Larry Fedchun, Jerry Van Nie, 
John Korenic, Mario Spagnolio. BOTTOM 
ROW: Mr. Lawson, Mike Roberts, 
Alfred Lebherz, Dan Johnson, Richard 
Pernal, Mike Gleaves, Andy Root, Ted 
Swiderski, Nick Munkacsi, Bob Gray, 
Mike Campbell, Harry Logan. 
TEAM RECORD 
Walkerville 1 Hands 1 Walkerville 4 Forster 1 Walkerville 5 Kennedy 0 Walkerville 5 Massey 2 Walkerville 3 Assumption 1 Walkerville 6 King George 2 Walkerville 4 Herman 0 Walkerville 1 Lowe Tech 0 (forfeit) Walkerville 2 Patterson 3 Walkerville 3 Brennan 1 
SEMI-FINALS 
Walkerville 4 Kennedy 2 
(2 game total goals) 
FINALS 
Walkerville 1 Brennan 1 Walkerville 2 Brennan 0 Walkerville 3 Brennan 1 
S.W.O.S.S.A. PLAYOFFS 
Walkerville l Ridgetown 2 
(2 game total goals) 
Big Blue Very Big in Wins 
Team play and a balanced line-up carried the 
Senior "AA" Basketball team into the semi-finals 
where the team, coached by Mr. Halliday, put up a 
strong fight before bowing out to Tech. Despite 
their loss, team spirit was high and the team has 
higher hopes for next year. 
A Senior "A" team was born at Walkerville 
this year. The team, coached by Mr. Allison and Pete 
Weber fought to a 4 and 6 record; a good season for 



















SENIOR BOYS A.A. BASKETBALL 





51 Lowe Tech 
31 Centennial 
46 Herman 




























































































Little Guys Follow Example of Big Blue 
53 
JUNIOR BASKETBALL AND FRESHMEN 
The junior B-ballers had a fine season. Supported 
well by the student body the juniors responded ex-
cellently by winning five games and losing three by 
less than six points. Jay Glendon paced the juniors 
with the support of Bob Bell, Bob Howison, Greg 
Stewart, John Clark, Brian Grieves, and Chris Bryans. 
Mr. Millar did an excellent job shaping up this fine 
team and should be commended. 
The Freshmen boys experienced a rewarding 
season by ending up in second place in their league. 
The big five on the team were Brad Walls, Ian Steele, 
Rich Hajdu, Vic Vachon, and Frank Mezera. A fine 
bench supported this excellent entry and Mr. Stomp 
deserves a lot of credit for moulding Walkerville's 
future team. 
Girls Trounce On Opposition 
GIRLS'BASKETBALL 
Long hours of hard work got these girls off to 
a tremendous start. Anne Young (Cap), Linda Mlacak, 
Barb Benson, Joanne Machina, Holly Krol and Pat 
Hind, as regulars for first string along with the rest 
of the team, well deserved the congratulations of the 
school. Thanks to Miss Parkinson, the coach. 
Team members are as follows: Barb Benson, 
Donna Campbell, Kim Driessen, Bojana Drobac, 
Julia !Haines, Pat Hind, Holly Krol, Joan LaPointe, 
Joanne Machina, Helen Malec, Jane Mencel, Rosemarie 
Menyes, Linda Mlacak, Jan Riddick, Billejoy Skjer-
ven, Toni Valente, Anne Young. The team Manager 
is Leslie Grant; the timer and scorers were Adele 




Walkerville 18 Kennedy 14 
Walkerville 30 Massey 28 
Walkerville 25 Herman 21 
Walkerville 47 Centennial 23 
Walkerville 27 Commerce 21 
Forster 37 Walkerville 17 
St. Mary's 41 Walkerville 27 
Brennan 22 Walkerville 20 
Walkerville 30 Hands 10 
QUARTER-FINALS 
Walkerville 22 Massey 16 
SEMI-FINALS 
Walkerville 43 Brennan 38 
FINALS 
Forster 39 Walkerville 29 
• 






GIRLS & BOYS 
Mrs. Perfect, a newcomer to W.C.1., took up the 
task of coaching girls style swimming. The girls are 
putting in a lot of hard work for the upcoming meet. 
Good Luck, girls!! 
Mrs. Cruickshanks undertook girls speed swim-
ming. A few girls reached the finals in W.S.S.A. and in 
S.W.O.S.S.A. They are as follows: Heather Boyd, Peggy 
Graham, Joan Gatfield, and Holly McWilliams. A 
junior relay team also made the finals. Congratulations 
swimmers and coach! 
The boys' swimming team had quite an unusual 
turnout this year. With the few boys they had, they 
did exceptionally well. With the fine coaching of Mr. 
Brumpton, these boys deserve recognition for the job 
t hey did. There were six team members in all. Nick 
Drakich did quite well, finishing third in the finals. 
Frits Jannsen, Mark Caba, Mike Levinsky and Tom 
Sitar should be congratulated for their effort. Simeon 
Drakich, a junior, finished fourth in the finals. 
Congratulations to swimmers and coach. 
W. C. I. Welcomes Wrestling Team 
~ 
WRESTLING 
The wrestling team, under the guidance of Mr. 
Henderson, had a fairly good season as a first year 
team, with a record of four wins, seven losses. and 
one tie. Three of the outstanding wrestlers were: 
Michel Dubois, who won 13 matches and lost one 
in W.S.S.A. and S.W.O.S.S.A. competition; Marty 
Fitzsimmons, who wrestled in all Ontario competition; 
and Marcel Marchand, who had 8 wins and one loss. 
Other team members are Derek Sarliers, Bob Chartrand, 
Darrel Sheppy, Mark From, Dan Johnson, Nick 
Drakich, and Mike Roberts. 
More members are required if this team is to 
survive and succeed. 
(Top) Concentration keys wrestlers on opponent's 
moves. 
(R ightl B0t1om man grapples to throw attacker. 
Volleyball! A Girls' Sport? 
VOLLEYBALL 
The Junior girls' volleyball team, coached 
by Mrs. Perfect and Miss Lowden, had a 
successful season. They made it to the semi-
finals where Commerce stopped their bid for 
victory. 
The senior girls' team, coached by Miss 
Parkinson, also turned in a good performance 
but were defeated in the W.S.S.A. semi-finals. 
The boys' team, coached by Mr. Dunn, 
showed great skilll and turned in several out-
standing performances throughout the 
season. 
Although none of the teams became 
champions, they came out on top in sports-
manship and school spirit. 
,_.. 
Player toes service line. 
TENNIS & BADMINTON TEAMS 
Mrs. Mollicone and Mr. Mandel put their great 
knowledge of tennis skills together in hopes of pro-
ducing a very good tennis team. The result of this was 
beneficial. 
Leslie Grant and Anne Young won the W.S.S.A. 
girls doubles title. The second team of Adele Newman 
and Rose Marie Menyes were defeated in the semi-
finals. Linda Mlacak was the W.S.S.A. and S.W.O.S.S.A. 
girls singles champ. Special congratulations to Linda 
for capturing ninth place in the provincial rankings in 
the Junior Ladies (under 18) Class. 
The boys doubles teams of Gary Elligson and 
Barry Johnson; Andy Root and Alfred Lebherz also 
played well. Paul Britton ar:id Pete Weber were in the 
singles competition and Pete made it to the semis. The 
mixed doubles teams of Linda Ashwell and Bruck 
Easton; Marie Novak and Bill Sellars also put up a 
good fight. 
Congratulations tennis team and coaches. 
At the crack of dawn, birdies are flying about the 
Walkerville gym. What could this mean? BADMINTON!! 
Mr. Lawson, Miss Lowden and Mr. Gieswein have 
been putting long early hours in with the team, in 
hopes of producing a top notch Badminton team. A 
good turn out this year adds up to a lot of hope in the 
upcoming meet. Good Luck, Badminton team!! 
Missed again. 
Tennis and Badminton 
Now, if it clears the net . 
Here comes another point. 
Teams Swing Into Action 
If I could only remember how to play. 
TENNIS TEAM 
FIRST ROW (top) 1-r: 
Lynda Ashwell, Anne Young, 
Lynda Mlacak, Adele Newman, 
Rosemary Menyes, Leslie 
Grant, Marie Novak. SECOND 
ROW: Mrs. Mollicone, Andy 
Root, Alfred Lebhertz, Bill 
Sellers, Harold Stone, Ken 
Paltridge, Paul Britton, 
Bruck Easton, Peter Weber, 
Mr. Mandel. 
Pivot and swing. 
THE HONOUR SOCIETY 
OUTSTANDING STUDENTS OF 1970 
The Honour Society is an organization in Walkerville which recognizes those students who are active 
in school affairs. Points are given for all school activities, such as clubs, sports, the Agora, academic achieve-
ment, Blue and White, etc. A record of a student's points is kept. 
When a student acquires 100 points, he becomes a member of the Honour Society, for which he 
receives a crest. At 175 points, he receives further honour and a ring. At 250 points, the student is presented 
an individual trophy at graduation, and his picture is mounted on the wall. 
Honour Society members must have points from at least three out of the four following categories: 
Academic Achievement, Athletics, Student Council and Clubs, and Service and Talent. The number of 
points from each category is limited. Because of these stipulations, Honour Society members are outstanding 
in several fields. 
Mrs. Monger must be congratulated for the time and effort she spends working for the Society. 
Members Graduated December 1969 
Individual Trophy 
























MEMBERS STILL ATTENDING WALKERVILLE 
Jo-Ann Filipic 
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To get a good job, you need an education 
IA 
TOP !1-r): Lorne Campbell, Greg De-
Lorenzi, Randy Dixon, Tim Aseltine, 
Dan Branch, Simeon Drakich, John 
Hamilton, Silvio Miceli, Mike Levinsky, 
Bill Davidson. SECOND: Candy 
Johnson, Kate Johnson, Bob Bradley, 
Paul Chernish, Gary Charron, John 
Coulter, Dave Harway, Perry Fish, Bob 
Brack, Rolf Klein, Kathy Graham, 
Anne Dixon, Mr. B. Curry. BOTTOM: 
Mary Donohue, Lucy Sylvestre, Susan 
Jones, Mary Clark, Mary Lissa Kirkwood, 
Kim Houston, Janet Gall, Donna Crozier, 
Anne Vaughan-Evans, Lorraine Crovet. 
IB 
TOP (1-r): Don Chartrand, Mike Ferrari, 
Tom O'Connor, Ken Branch, Ram 
Berniker, Richard Varo, Gary Johnson, 
Mike Ellis, Tomy Dupuis. SECOND: 
Sandra Brown, Jackie Bechard, Dianne 
Dumeah, Helga Frei, Linda Riberdy, 
Gail Friars, Sheila Macdonald, Debbie 
Dulmage, Nancy Taylor, Denise Goe-
bel. BOTTOM: Sylvia Gentsch, Terri 
Millinoff, Nancy Barclay, Loanne 
Petrimoulx, Vicky Ciaravino, Debra 
St. Denis, Cheryl Lajoie, Mar ilyn 
Hearn. ABSENT: Lia Vitale, Debra 
Higgins. 
• • • 
but this kind of training? 
IC 
TOP 0-d: Chuck Monette, Bob Lewandow-
ski, Joel Rosenfeld, George Davies, 
George Logan, Fred Roth, Mark Ritchie, 
Bill Kulchycki, Jerry Longmuir. 
SECOND: Valerie Tutton, Gloria 
Somogyvary, Patrick Mooney, Ron 
Rowson, Paul Hutton, Tom Amormino, 
Jim O'Neil, Debbie Subocz, Rita Raniw-
sky, Mr. Koppeser. BOTTOM: Linda 
Podgurecki, Karen Sivell, Patricia Le-
Blanc, Bridget McShane, Caro-I Hor-
vath, Debbie Sterling, Cheryl Richer, 
Gloria Cook, Gina Reid, Karen Beckett. 
lD 
TOP Cl-rl: Bill Taylor, Doug Wilton, 
Mark Howard, Eddie Chan, Bruce 
Wilson, Chris Wilkinson, Dan Poyser, 
Bob Wylupek, Tim Veres. SECOND: 
Jo-Anne Ashwell, Pam Courtenay, 
Susan Brown, Luciano Sachetti, Ger-
hard Weber, Chris Dziver, Mark Stein, 
Julie Ann Haines, Penny Kall, Theresa 
Papillo, Miss Lowden. BOTTOM: 
Terri Lynn Monks, Janet Hart, Marie 
Savoie, Judy Leightizer, Wendy Glos, 
Marye Bristow, Yolanda Stankiewicz, 
Barbara Vinski, Julie Nahnybida. 
ABSENT: Sezer Tekbas. 
./ 
All this hard work , I don 't mind 
lE 
TOP ( 1-r): Violet Kovacic, Michael 
Collins, John Vanderheide, Allan Porter, 
Dan Surski, Richard Cojocari, Warren 
Carr, Brian Brosseau, Bojana Drobac. 
SECOND: Kim Driessen, Eleanor Mc-
Donald, Denise Lapointe, Shelly Feuer, 
Debbie Micklea, Martha Clark, Elaine 
Gosnell, Diana Heincke, Sheila Kersey. 
BOTTOM: Carol Nagy, Debbie Anderson, 
Judy Haas, Dianne Boal, Mrs. Millar, 
Maureen Baker, Jo-Anne Telebar, 
Linda Nowasad, Vicki Aadu. 
IF 
TOP (1-r): Lonnie Jeffrey, Ying Shek 
Chung, Stephen Hugall, Rick T aylor, 
Mark Conclin, Clark Windibank, Eric 
Olsen, Tim Brazeau, Stephen Pavlov. 
SECOND: Sar,dra Comeau, Mary Fenk-
anyn, Joanne Klein, Kathleen Mc-
Donald, Bob Johnson, Dan Sfalcin, 
Sancy Taylor, Janice Garent, Debbie 
Lugace, Sue Seagull, Mr. Wheeler. 
BOTTOM: Lynda Kipping, Janice 
Wi ld, Nancy Deslippe, Ruth Kivinen, 
Carla Viselli, Hawley Nevert, Janine 
Pszczonak, Elizabeth Gold, Mirjana 
Gacanin, Debbie Fox, Carol Gabrieau. 
ABSENT: Cathy Robinson. 
IG 
TOP (1-rl: Richard Lech, Robert Mac-
Issac, Stan Bechard, Victor Vachon, 
Marc Caba, Phil Baldo, Brian Fathers, 
John Mackendrick, Peter Westlak e. 
SECOND: Ada DeRose, Betty Maodus, 
Barbara Benson, Mike Horvath, Eugene 
Olivastri, Mark Bechard, Elaine All-
church, Chris Sinicki, Nadia Rubl i. 
BOTTOM: Linda Bowman, Barbara 
Eckmier, Marie Politi, Helene Triem-
bacher, Mrs. L. Lawson, Sabina Balazs, 
Debbie Armstrong, Lisa Belanger, 
Susan Davies, Dianne Barrette. 
ABSENT: Liz Desjardin. 
it's these exercises that kill me. 
IH 
TOP (1-rl: Kirk Stewart, Wayne Carr, 
David Perpich, Henry Tychie, Frank 
Mazzara, Thomas Sitar, Mike Mac-
Donald, Richard Hajdu, A lan Field. 
SECOND: Michelle Stevens, Debbie 
Matejicek, Angie Radojcevic, Grace 
Robinson, Mary Lou Liles, Carolyn Nik-
sich, Janie Dew, Joanne Scott, Mr. Gies-
we-in. BOTTOM: Rose Lamphier, 
Mary-Jo MacMillan, Jeri Anne Caldwell, 
Linda Tracey, Judy Demic, Ruth Prattes, 
Mary-Ann Moluchi, Pam Menard, 
Sharon Walsh. ABSENT: John Allen, 
Micheline LaPierre. 
11 
TOP 0-r): Peter Ostropolec, David Rush, 
Brad Walls, Ian Steele, Doug Messer, 
Ray Miller. SECOND: Geoffrey Walker, 
Peter Sprague, Vicki Katzman, Susan 
Novak, Janice Riddick, Mary Anne 
Provost, Richard Renaud, John Bon-
anni, Mrs. Strick. BOTTOM: Mary Nan-
son, Eva Munkacsi, Lori Simon, Susan 
Skinner, Fern Silverstein, Roxanne 
Wagner, SuSan Oksanen, Jo-Anne 
Oriet. ABSENT: David Mlacak, Gary 
Prampero, Harold Smith, Tom Suffield, 
Denise Woodrich. 
L 
You can choose any subject you want BUT 
IJ 
TOP ( 1-rl: Michael Laporte, David 
McLean, Steve Perduk, George King, 
Fred Nicholl, Leon Beaulieu, Karl 
Maceyovski, William Ing, Bob Sinclair. 
SECOND: Debbie Johnson, Holly Mc-
Williams, Cheryl Daugharty, Lillian 
Makarevich, Sheila McWilliams, Susan 
Simard. BOTTOM: Patty Easby, Suz-
anne Dubois, Debra Brasseur, Carol 
McCain, Susan Maclachlan, Miss 
Johnson, Gillian Howell, Susan Channen, 
Micheline Roy, Debbie Burgess, Nancy 
Konyu. ABSENT: Anne Lee, Beverly 
Parent. 
IK 
TOP {1-r): Carl Geier, Don Robitaille, 
Tim Ryan, Louie Balen, Jim Green, 
Stanley Moczko, Bill Cowie, Brian 
Carter, Franco Fregni. SECOND: 
Linda Drysiak, Lydia Mykitczyn, Dianne 
Fink, Maria Bernat, Patricia St. Louis, 
Shelley Hanson, Susan Mailloux. 
BOTTOM: Darlene Hutchins, Karey 
Kavanaugh, Karen Kurylo, Rachel 
Tessier, Mr. Mandel, Sharon Oberemok, 
Mary Janssen, Anita Hurwitz, Chris 
Grant. ABSENT: Joan Bolger, Evamarie 
Lang, Henry Skjerven. 
2A 
TOP (1-rl: Bill Toffan, Michael Saruna, 
Edward Kwapisz, Matt Tekbas, Donald 
Ferguson, Bruce Robinson, Steve Lip-
csel, Peter Kneale, Danny Law. 
SECOND: Michel Dubois, Barry Kenny, 
Robert Kimmerly, Derek Dunsmore, 
Kevin Fleming, Randy Day, Joe Mayer, 
Halina Biedrzycka, Mr. Soannes. 
BOTTOM: Sylvia Guymer, Cheryl 
Nestor, Sandra Churchill, Lindy Clinan-
smith, Marlene Shuster, Rose Sudetic, 
Nancy Robinson, Janice Luxford, 
Rebecca Livingstone, Miriam VonKeitz. 
2B 
TOP (1-r): Mike Beke, David Martin, 
Allan Mateciuk, Mike Daugherty, 
Robert VanNie, Wally Metulynsky, 
Eric Nadin, Wayne Heathcote, Mike 
Kozak. SECOND: Kathryn Swanson, 
Denise Lespearance, Andy Macri, Jim 
Long, Colin James, Jeff MacKenzie, 
Bob Brackell, Sue McArthur, Elaine 
Boucher, Mr. Holovaci. BOTTOM: 
Maria Rota, Janice Burling, Patty 
Bisnett, Michelle Bachand, Susan 
Nightingale, Cathy Harrington, Gwen 
Chencharik, Martha Elliston, Lenna 
Wilburn. 
£_ 
Level two does not do anyth ing spec ial 
2C 
TOP (1-rl: Kieran O'Donnel l, David 
Squires, Bill Fulmer, Peter Rudakas, 
Michael Gallow, Bill Ritchie, Gary Gill, 
Irvin Cernauskas, Dave Desjarlais. 
SECOND: Margaret Rehberger, Ingrid 
Cepin, Ellen Baxter, Brian Nestor, 
Mario Spagnuolo, Mike Lussier, Calvin 
Heincke, Wand;i Dovey, Bonnie Patrick, 
Debbie David, Mr. Britton. BOTTOM: 
Danielle Savoie, Nancy Roberts, Jo-
Anne Christie, Jane Osborn, Barbara 
Taylor, Janice Joanson, Mitzi Konjevic, 
Susan McCallum, Carol Edwards. 
ABSENT: Nancy Hastings-T rew, Rob 
Morrow. 
2D 
TOP 0-rl: Paul ine Lee, Maxwell Zalev, 
Dan Radford, Rick Norman, Bill Rey-
nolds, Tom Hyn<Js, Larry Sterling, 
George Somogyuary, Paul Lenhardt, 
Paul Shyshak, Rosemary Z usko. 
SECOND: Anna Greco, Sandra Syemi, 
Elaine Gummoe, Derek Sarluis, Victor 
Rotondi, Michael Haddad, Robert Reid, 
Roger Reardon, Larry Murphy, Julia 
Reilingh, Susan Lamos. BOTTOM: 
Roberta Hammond, Kim Livingstone, 
Georgina Viziova, Lynda Peifer, Ruth 




\ .':'<i\.. <f. 
'~ I 
... 
they just work, work, work. 
2E 
TOP 11-r): Dave Dunn, Mike Gleaves, 
Neil Robinson, Doug Litster, Mick 
Wigle, Marty Fitzsimmons, Randy Dell, 
Marcel Marchand, Scott Boughner. 
SECOND: Eldon Botting, Nelly Vander-
heide, Khristina St. Denis, Leonard 
Gagnier, Linda Adams, Ellen Klein, 
Wayne Tyler. BOTTOM: Pat Mailloux, 
Pat Simko, Joyce Raisbeck, Nicolette 
Frost, Mrs. Koppeser, Diane Ludyan, 
Pat Cousineau, Cindy Grahan, 
Colleen Sebastian. 
2F 
TOP (l.r): Peter Martin, Allan Feuer, 
Steve Saunders, Peter Ouittenton, 
Philip Maruncic, Gordan Ramsay, Mark 
Head, Chad Mrkonjic. SECOND: Sharon 
Kozak, Mary McCarthy, Rosemary 
Kirin, Elaine Woodruff, Wanda Dudek, 
Janice Tofflemire, Debbie Kirkwood, 
Helen Malec. BOTTOM: Brenda Gelinas, 
Dianne Labonte, Peggy Henry, Donna 
Shepard, Miss Zapotochny, Pat Stibbard, 
Sheri Mclelland, Diana Konyu, Lynn 
Tisdale. ABSENT: Ken Farber, Keith 
Kersey, Violetta Ramandini, Debbie 
Wright man. 
2G 
TOP (1-r): Christine Venglar, Jo-Anne 
Bourque, Sharon Bernat, Paula Loft-
house, Marie Boucher, Pat Reid, Dianne 
Gellner. SECOND: Cathy Timuik, 
Evangeline Talpesh, Grace Hearn, 
Florence Talpesh, Debra Hennessy. 
BOTTOM: Cheryl Plant, Diane Kipping, 
Susan Burton, Miss Haller, Dee-Ann 
Moise, Beth Angus, Adele Giustini. 
ABSENT: Kathy Bolger, Yvonne Chau-
vin, Patricia Geirnaert, Eileen Mitchell, 
Cathy Mocko, Anna Reimer. 
2H 
TOP (1-r) : Gary Pillon, James Ondejko, 
Donald Bisson, David Battson, Andrew 
Bryans, Ricky Gamble, Tom Allen. 
SECOND: Bruce Bradley, Shelly Weepers, 
Janis Pretzlav, Lynne Gregory, Donna 
Campbell, Jan Podolsky, Scott Paterson, 
Mrs. Wonsch. BOTTOM: Paivi Salakka, 
Debbie Gough, Rosa Lipari, Brenda 
Larkin, Geraldine Lajoie, Debbie Sabol-
sky, Debbie Morand, Jill Neal, Debbie 
Allen, Sandra Feeley. ABSENT: 
Roger Bigelow, Bill Humick, Mark Kost, 
Janet Richardson, Harold Sharon. 
21 
TOP (1-r): Larry Macko, Chris Bryans, 
Frank Piscitelli, Charles Semple, Steve 
Sloboda, Randy Hewson, Allen Mailloux. 
SECOND: Tim Logsdon, Hardie Sander-
son, Mike Machina, Sergey Casey, Dan 
Ostrom, Keith McGorlick, Larry Botting, 
Mr. Roberts. BOTTOM: Mike Campbell, 
Terry Andrichuk, Richard Barrett, 
David Walker, Garry Remillong, Robert 
Chartrand, Greg Dreissen, Tony Ryan. 
ABSENT: Doug Dupuis. 
2J 
TOP (1-r): Doug Patterson, Chris Tyler, 
Jim Sanderson, Wade Higgison, Frank 
Kovacic, Larry Renaud, Dan Rowson, 
David Tinning, Mike Desmarais, David 
King. SECOND: Leigh Eley, Susan 
Kushla, Barbara Rosenbaum, Mary 
Vassov, Adelia Belluzzo, Cathy Allan, 
Toni Valente, Martha Laine, Joan Gat-
field, Diane Rivest, Mr. Stornp. 
BOTTOM: Sandy Yeryk, Joan Lapointe, 
Suzanne Renaud, Anne Zegar, Cathy 
Busuttil, Susan Evans, Mary Moniatowicz, 
Mary Korenic, Ellen MacDonald. ABSENT: 
Charles Roberts, Robert Marcuz, Murray 
McLeod. 
We'll make it up next year when we throw a party 
SENIOR SCHOOL 
y 
See, what did we te l l you? 
3A 
TOP (l.r): Paul MacKenzie, Brad Ryan, 
Richard Henderson, John Mencel, Fred 
Kushnir, Norm West, Bob Howison, 
Greg Stewart, Larry White, Ross Camp-
bell, Tim Budo, John Clark, Richard 
Latimer. SECOND: Alice Sorensen, 
Holly Krole, Martin Dawson, Mike 
Starnichuk, Richard Nageleisen, Frank 
Eliasen, Mary Ann Shewan, Debbie 
Branch, Mr. Lawson. BOTTOM: Patty 
Kozma, Cindy Long, Janet Lawson, 
Michelle Reinhart, Debbie Knapp, Doris 
Graham, Mira Lorkovich, Sue Riddick, 
Carol Lossing. 
3B 
TOP {1-r): Brian Hannon, Randy Chen-
charik, Ken Oldridge, Larry Fodor, Rich 
Schertzer, Brian MacVicar, Nick Munk-
acsi, Greg Sovan, Chris Easton. SECOND: 
Wendy McWilliams, Rose Marie Menyes, 
Susan Barclay, Janice Stickley, Nancy 
Kulchycki, Barbara Davidson, Barbara 
Lustie, Elizabeth Lebhlerz, Mary Jeanne 
Demarco, Desanka Stipic, Liz Olacsk, 
Mr. Halliday. BOTTOM: Cindy Gee, 
Monica Klein, Carol Hallett, Barbara 
Frketic, Lesha Yaworsky, Jill Strickland, 
Jennifer Cantelon, Heather Forsyth, 
Veronica Kar;,inetz, Andrea Koroll. 
ABSENT: Linda Danculovic, Elizabeth 
Dobrota, Mallory Stechishin. 
~ 
3C 
TOP (1-r): Tom Lawson, Bill Eckmier, 
Frank Dipetro, Norm Marshall, Frank 
Vandenhoven, Randy Knoess, Brian 
Crovet, Bob Bell, Tony Tosti, Michael 
Robert~. SECOND: Brenda Wilson, Liz 
Murph)', Fran Joworski, Beverly Cal-
savara, Bonnie Croll, Vickie Jackson, 
Janet Prampero, Mary Zagar, Mary Lou 
Piccinin, Terrill Caldwell. BOTTOM: 
Dora Body, Leta Varo, Adele Newman, 
Billyjoy Skjerven, Natalie Perduk, 
Marian Korosec, Kathy Courtenay, 
Elizabeth Gall, Debbie Hartlen. ABSENT: 
Karen Chesler, Jill Wasylyshyn. 
3D 
TOP (1-rl: Terry Burton, David Rupert, 
Ken Paltridge, Greg Peifer, Jim Hadden, 
Dan McAskin, Richard French. SECOND: 
Carol Roberts, Judy Malofey, Lucie 
Keglevich, Suzanne Dubreuil, Kathy 
McShane, Diane Zdunich, Mr. Young. 
BOTTOM: Patty McC::auly, Linda Ven-
<!rasco, Debbie Lebert, Jo-Anne Schmidt, 
Cindy Robinson, Elaine Rochon, Carol 
Porter, Vita Reginella, Cathy Taylor. 
AIBSENT: Laurie Beaul ieu, Andy Mac-
Kenzie, Patricia McCauley, Bruce Moore, 
Ruth Robert. 
3E 
TOP (l.r): Randy Elliot, Michael Miles, 
Fred Stibbard, Bill Stephens, Cindy 
Rutherford, Helen Dobrota, Ken 
Sterling, Brian Grieves, Ted Nantais, 
Tom Lozon, Mr. Brumpton. SECOND: 
Nancy Pawluk, Cathy DeMartin, Pam 
Benoit, Mary Ann Andrejicka, Patty 
Durrant, Gloria Stec, Jane Mencel, 
June Love, Carol Johnson, Carol Sears. 
ABSENT: Jay Glendon, Brooke Logs-
don, Carol Tofflemire, Beth Wherritt. 
3F 
TOP (1-r): Jim Bourque, Paul Dunbar, 
Wayne Hamara, Peter Gatfield, Gary 
Elligson, Bob Maodus, Barry Johnson, 
Carl Kotevich, Chris Collins. SECOND: 
Irene Pernal, Louisa Tosti, Geoffry Dob-
son, Mike Hennessy, Chris Cowie, Brian 
Raichuk, Neil MacTavish, April Kay, 
Debbie Ouellette, Mr. Weir. BOTTOM: 
Marye Sprague, Joanne Walker, Elizabeth 
Szabo, Hertha Strohschein, Lori 
Richardson, Marla Wallace, Barbara 
Neely, Mary McShane, Maria Sirianni. 
The agony and the ecstasy of it all! 
3G 
BOTTOM (l.r): Pat Lamb, Marilyn 
Fedchun, Cynthia Barnes, Debbie 
Lush, Mrs. Birch, Janice Mateciuk , 
Debbie Miller, Kathy Cape, Debbie 
Hind, Sandra Kozak. MIDDLE: 
Susan Cameron, Stephanie Lalonge, 
Ruth Gammon, Donna Dunn, 
Kerry Thomas, Ostap Torshenko, 
Bill R ichards, Camille Hutton, 
Pauline Buchok, Carol Lande, 
Patty Muroff. TOP: Brian Donohue, 
Ted Root , Mike Nikin, Peter 
Remillong, Charlie Wright, Mike 
Maodus, Joe Nelles, John Martin-
uzzi. ABSENT : Janice Jones. 
3H 
TOP ( 1-r): Larry Nowasad, Pete 
Sepetanc, Mark Shafer, Joe Macey-
ovski, Stan Bulkiewicz, Jeff Totten, 
Tom Hamilton, David Provost, 
Brian Fields, Barry Kander. 
SECOND: Robin Monette, Susan 
Cannon, Cathy Clark, Janice 
Shaw, Elizabeth Dent, Linda 
Poisson, Sue Chamberlain, Sue 
Loeper, Sharonanne Renaud, 
Rosemary Dupuis, Mr. Sillick. 
BOTTOM: Jill Glendon, Rika 
Alleman, Debbie Rozek, Marilyn 
Staruk, Fran Shuster, Sue Wood, 
Mildred Bozanich, Linda Allison, 
Pamela O'Neil, Theresa Heyns-
broek. 
4A 
BOTTOM (1-r): Lynda Ashwell, 
Peggy Grenier, Sharon Flem-
ing, Barbara Coulter, Zorka 
Mrkonjic, Cathy Rush, Shelley 
Pohjola, Darlene Zeleney, 
Peggy Graham, Charlotte 
Clark. SECOND: Wayne 
Lewchuk, Scott Forbes, 
Brian Smith, Van McGuin, 
John Streda, John Posloski, 
Leo Ostropolec, John Roung, 
David Podgurecki, Norman 
Taylor, Mr. Bunt. TOP: Peter 
Macleod, Graeme Langmaid, 
John Bradshaw, Bill Brien, 
Doug Brown, David Radford, 
Bob Brown, Larry Whitmore. 
ABSENT: Laurel Turner, 
Pam Melega, Barbara Taylor, 
Mindy Vexler, Michelle Head. 
31 
TOP (1-r): Donald Lemmon, Gino Naccarato, John Rehberger, Gary Specht, Hans Janssen, 
Leonard Wallace, Allan Stickley, Nick Maodu~. Walter Higgison. SECOND: Helen Naumov, 
Marg Stewart, John Paterson, Jim Coulsey, Walter Bocian, Doug Crozier, Rosemary Friars, 
Janice Plenderleith, Mr. Pisko. BOTTOM: Leslie Barrett, Mary Plant, Fran Gelia, Anne 
Girstun, Pat Hind, Karen Gelia, Kathy Jenkins, Marjorie Bowden, Kathy Goggins, Pat 
Beal. ABSENT: Paul Busich, Bill Cantelon, Dan Piescic. 
B ig Brother 
4B 
BOTTOM (1-r): Lynne Parent, 
Anne McGurk, Kristyn Kirkwood, 
Paula Renaud, Linda Muhleisen, 
Ginny Ratsoy, Heather Henderson, 
Carol Baruth, Shelley Dunn. 
SECOND: Penny Cassidy, Linda 
Mlacak, Tom RobSon, Tim Tyler, 
Kent McMillan, Larry Fedchun, 
Bil l Squires, Jim Yaworsky, Peter 
Britton, Heather Boyd, Mrs. 
Monger. TOP: Bill Motruk, Kim 
Kitchin, John Lazor, Brian Sweet, 
Richard McDonald, Larry Flohr, 
Cam Spooner, Alan Lossing, John 
Korenic. ABSENT: Bonnie f;lurgess. 
Janet Glendon, Blake Norbury, 
Janet Zelenak. 
4F 
BOTTOM (l.r): Dennis Farnham, 
Alfie Antonello, E laine Konyu, 
Coral Robertson, Lynda Sutor, 
Rita Maci saac, Nelda Rupert, Mary 
Haddad, Mike Triembacher, Andy 
Novi ni. SECOND: Ray Semple, 
George Marzetti, Bryan Elliston, 
Michael Baisden, Ian Boyd, Keith 
Johnson, Kerry Dowdell, Jim Mac-
lachlan, Earl Porter, Mr. Hender-
son. TOP: Jim Dixon, Bob Dunlop, 
Werner Kraus, Nick Vucenovich, 
Scott Murray, Bill Lozynsky, 
Reinout Reilingh, Grant Kersey, 
Gerry St. Pierre. ABSENT: 




BOTTOM ( 1-r): Michelle Joworski, 
Diane Tutton, Mary Kovacic, Kris 
Eley, Diane Moczko, Gail Cher-
winski, Carol Davies, Maria Broser, 
Arlene Masse. SECOND: Laura 
Worby, Dawn Stein, Shirley Schmidt, 
Jo-Anne Machina, Donna Wilson, 
Milka Maodus, Marta Dziubanowsky, 
Carol Telasco, Vesna Sertic, Marg-
aret Gyemi, Miss Shillington. 
TOP: John McCallum, Joe Garber, 
John Schertzu, Dennis Hannon, 
Wesley Trojand, Reinhold Roth, 
Rick Evans, Bob Saunders, John 
Hynsbroek, Pete McCallum. 
ABSENT: Susan Citulski, Gisele 
Gilbert. 
Look out world , here we come. 
4G 
BOTTOM (1-r): Snezana Stojkovich, 
Cheryl Prutchick, Ann Tierney, 
Stella Jamrog, Nancy Hatchard, 
Bonnie Lamb, Joyce Coulter, 
Kathy Hope. SECOND: Judy 
Woodruff, Karin Nestor, Gary 
Olsen, Larry Donahue, Scott 
Langdown, Brad Johnson, Brian 
Boal, Ron Masse, Margaret Davies, 
Debbie MacKenzie, Miss Hewus. 
TH IRD: Frank Hajdu, Fred 
Pernal, Frank Reimer, Roger 
Harvey, Sam Amormino, Alex 
Radivoyevich, Rick Dixon, Julian 
lnwood, Dan Wilson, David Harvey, 
Phil Ing. ABSENT: Paul Cher-
winski, Kathy Glen. 
4H 
BOTTOM (1-r): Debbie Newton, 
Carol Macri, Barbara Abrash, 
Judie Maclachlan, Janet Miesmer, 
Janet Lembke, Made(eine Gauthier, 
Maureen King, Nancy Dupuis. 
SECOND: Stephanie Katzman, 
Terry Raniwsky, Bob Perrin, Terry 
Peterson, Claudio Rub Ii, Sharon 
Moore-Gough, Mr. Waddell. 
THIRD: Rick Zajac, Bill Lewenza, 
Alan Defoe, Paul Levac, Andy 
Lazor, Brian Plenderleith, Dave 
Dool, Frank Riccardi, Mike Laid-
low. ABSENT: Dan Johnson, 
Danny Kahraman, Ron Lewicki, 
Mike Mady, Rick Perry. 
GRADS OF '70 
BROOKE ALLAN, 5A 
P.P.-the cafeteria, 7th 
period on Wednesday 
F .S.-" I'm hungry." 
Weak.-Arrow Root 
cookies 
F.P.-eating Arrow Roots 
in Biology 




p.m., phizzed out 
Monday a.m. 
F.P.-talking 
P.P.-Wipper and his 
Wippmobile (?) 
F .S.-nothing (what 
more c.1n I say?) 
Amb.-to live 
P.D.-U. of W. 
A.4-only female 
member of Herman's 
H. Patrol 
DAVID BAKER, 58 
missed the boat 
CAROLYN BECK, SC 
P.P.-degenerated males 
in Kildare Factory 
F.S.-What'd he say? 
What'd he say? 
Fut '80-giving hypos 




cream, roller skating, & 
Jim, in that order! 
F.P.-being Ann Landers 
to R.B.'s problems 















Fut '80-star reporter 
for the Tuktoyaktuk 
Times 
P.0.-raising my read-
ability rating another 
5 points 
Weak.-foreign accents 
T.M.-soft, quiet voice 
BILL ANDERSON, 
5A 




F .P.-loitering at 
S.Y.C. 
Amb.-U of T with Marge 
& Jude 




P.P.-guys with long 
hair 
Weak.-boys, booze 
F.S.-"1'11 drink to 
that" 






ANNE BALDWIN, 5E 
App.-girl from the 
land of fiords and 
vine-covered castles 
F .S.-"How-chu-do ?" 
T.M.-tripping on a 
66 Lightning 
A.4-changing oil and 
cleaning chains 
Fut '80-Mrs. T.E.S. 
P.0.-lady of the lamp 
ALAN BEGGS, 58 
P.P.-Mista'. "Kenneth 
Kapwepw" 




F .P.-Washing sticky 
"TUM"-mies 


































Loves-long dark hair, 











App.-the null set 
F.S.-"What'II it be?" 
Proto.-Dean Mart in 
Fut '80-still watching 
T.V. 
BILL BEATON, 5C 
N.N.-Beat One 
A.4.-the locker room 
Amb.-narc 
P.0.-junky 





BARBARA BELL, 5C 
App.-"hippy" 


















racuda, the "Pile 
Driver" 
F .S.-Guess what 










Fut '80-a has-been 
Proto.-beagle 
JOHN BRITTON, 58 




F .P.-second period 
spares 
Weak.-b1ood 
A.4-going by the 
highway 
Fut 'SO-gone 
NANCY BROWN, 58 
























P.D.-writing a revised 
"Chapman Report". 
F.S.-"Later, baby." 
T.M.-talking to myself 
Fut 'SO-locked away 
N.N.-Chaps 
WENDY COLTAS, 5E 
F.S.-pop festivals, rol-
ling cigarettes 
App.-good things come 
in small packages 
P.P.-F.B.; and prob-
ably me because I wrote 
this thing 
T.M.-home-made 
cagarettes, the Walk 
Weak.-"Mr. Gloves" 
Fut 'SO-mucking out 
stables at W.R. 
MORRIS COUSINEAU, 
5A 
App.-Don't squeeze the 
Charmin' 
Fut 'SO-walking the 
beat 
P.P.-kissing bodies; 
and a certain ref. 
F.S.-"So .... rrry" 
Proto.-Bonzo Bob 
Amb.-to do 40 m.p.h. 





Fut 'SO-P.O. or bust 
T.M.-A.G.T.F.O.F. 
G.D.G.P. 
P.0.-cancer ward in the 
Met. 
Fut 'SO-up with Breck 
P.P.-Shakespearean 
recitals by Aunt Hard 
Weak.-J.B. Dubbs 




F.S.-"Put me in, 
coach." 





Fut 'SO-Budd for the 
Defence 




F.S.-"Get outa herel" 
Weak.-PANTS 
P.P.-driving around, 




BILL CHERRIE, 58 








F.S.-Hug a big nutl 
P.P.-warm beer 
P.0.-Not in Windsor 
Weak .-rye, buns, un-
touchables 
A.4-5 
JOHN CROZIER, 5C 
App.-depends upon the 
amount of light 




A.4-playing my guitar 




DIANE BROWN, 58 
P.0.-fat at 40 
Weak.-plotting more 




















A.4-sleeping it off 
Fut 'SO-driving a pick 
up 
N. Y .-picking coffee 
beans 





ried, & with two boys 
and two girls 
F .P.-going to the dentist 
and the library 
Weak.-waitresses, S.M. 
P.P.-soccer games 
PAM COHEN, 5E 
P.P.-anything edible 
P.0.-Ma Cohen's Bagel 
Factory and Delicatessen 
Loves-probably 
Weak.-anything Jewish 














ettes, red heads 
Loves-Michelle 
BILL CURRY, 5E 
App.-wild man 
F.S.-"You'II pay." 
P.0.-still being followed 
by the Shadow 





NELLY DEJONGE, 5A BRUCE DALRYMPLE, KATHY DONAHUE, 
App.-only one of its 5C SE 
kind! Amb.-brain surgeon P.P.-teeny boppers 
F.S.-1 don't know! Fut '80-??? Fut 'SO-escaping the 
F.P.-thinking about A.4-watching football draft (beer) 
B.D.I practice T.M.-green eyes 
F.0.-Can I help it if F.S.-censored Weak.-wine, men, 
I'm a dumb, little kid? Weak.-money and cars song--in that order 
Amb.-marriage P.P.-school F.S.-"Dubbersl You're 
Loves-many! . all dubbers!" 
Weak.-8.D. (of course) • A.4-bombing around 
in a green Barracuda 
P.D.-kissing booth at 
World's Fair 
NICK DRAKICH, SA JOHN EARL, SA ~ BRUCK EASTON, 50 
N.N.-Skinny, Nicko, P.0.-crusading for · N.N.-Paxton 
Push-ups Nick peace in Atlantis i' A.4-in the attic 
T.M.-Polish T-shirts App.-soft and cuddley · A.12-exhaustion 
A.4-Football, Swim- N.N.-Herby, Gramps .. ,,,,._ . Proto.-jolly old tinker 
ming, Track Practice T.M.-Colchester~ ·· .. 7 1 P.P.-sadists, stag 
F.P.-Skiing, Scuba div- Sneaks ~ !· parties, etc .... 
ing, Playing bass Weak.-long blonde ;,,. Amb.-200 points 
P.P.-Work hair ,..1 App.-well chewed 
App.-Serbo-Russian F.S.-snookems (to 
P.0.-First Oceanaut any-body) 
on Mars 
WENDY ECKMIER,58 JOHANNE FILIPIC, JEAN FITZMAURICE, 
P.D.-married with 5C SC 
10 kids App.-naive App.-AII there? 
Fut 'SO-barefoot P.P.-body painting Amb.-to get out of 
and pregnant Proto.-Snow White ,:::,:~. • · Windsor before it's too 
App.-when you're A.4.-G.A.A., volleyball t,.. · late 
as perfect as I am, it's Weak. -Wednesday _-; . P.0.-still in Windsor 
hard to be humble night coffee dates Y'i N.N.-Jea~ the (?ueen 
A.4-open for Fut '80-Kingston ' / · P.P.-man1festat1ons 
suggestions R.M.C. Weak.-Montreal 
N.N.-Wendel, Canadiens 
Butsey, Savage 1! F.P.-not getting 
F.S.-"'cause you ain't J caught in the rye 
dumb, right?" 
JOHN D. McLEAN NEIL GARDNER, SA 
WILLA F LETT, 58 FRASER, 5C App.-a) handsome?, 
T.M.-legs App.-O'er all the ills bi Irresistible?, c) 
P.P.-long skirts of life, victorious Glorious? d) none of 
P.D.-modelling maxis P.P.-insensible aud- the above? 
F.S.-1 don't believe it! iences ~ . , . Weak.-don't talk the 
A.4-(before 7 :00 a.m.) F.P.-"carousing till english much good 
badminton the second cock" F .S.-"Well hush my 
Amb.-to think of one Proto. -Henry's Sir puppies." 
Fut 'SO-still t h ink ing John A.4•five 
N.Y.-Western Fut '80-plan to sit that 
Country Club year out 
Fut '80-Western F.P.-bouncing licorice 
Country Club P.D.-no 
Proto.-Deputy Dawg 
MIKE GEORGE, 5C SANDY GIRARD, 56 IRENE GIRSTUN, 5C 
App.-one picture is P.P.-Don's sick puns, App.-"baffed-out?" 
worth 1.000 rotten Math class P.P.-L.W.T.L. 
words Amb.-to grow F.P.-going to Chatham 
A.4-The Valley of Weak.-Don Weak-Alfalfa haircuts 
the Jolly Green Giant App.-1 nnocent??? F.S.-''l'm sure." 
P.P.-Boat props, the F.S.-"Oh yeah? Tell Amb.-"Nun" 
Worm me about itl" Proto.•Mr. Ed 
F .P.-wipin'out T.M.-fretkles, oranges 
Fut 'SO- History P.0.-getting M.R.S. 
teacher - teaching F .P.-complaining 
black history to· N.N.-Slhorty 
white racists 
GARRY GLATTER, LESLIE GRANT, 50 ROBERT GRAY, 5A 
SA App.-perfection N.N.-Grub?I 
F.S.-"Snort!" P.P.-walking into T.M.-hairlip, S.R. 
Fut 'SO-Salesman History P.P.-Monday morn-
(1282 Wyandotte) F.S.-takin' a rang ings, Mr. Lawson's 
F.P.-beating Stu N.N.-Les, Grunt moustache 
Weak.-sheet metal Weak.-lHockey player F.P.-take a wild guess 
cutters (J.M.B.). someone Weak.-Kryptonite; 
Loves-bear meat F.P.-keeping track of what's her name??? 
P.0.-U. of Haiffa , hockey, someone A.4-soccer; what's 
T.M.-You rang? A.4-getting ready for her name?! 
P.P.-ninth period after eight F.S.-"Passa da ball;" 
Proto.-Mr. America ~ her namell?? 
(you rang?) 
WALLIE GREEN, 5D 
App.-Thoughtfu I? 
P.P.-homework 




DOUG HAND, 58 
T.M.-Chem. boolk 
F.S.-"Don't think, 















F .S.-"My girdle is 
killing me!" 
DANA I VOSE VI CH, SE 
App,-angelic 
P.P.-the grapevine 
Weak.-the other half 
T.M.-cameo 
A.4-Ross 
F .S.-"That's close!" 
P.D.-riding his chopper 





Amb.-start my own 
newspaper 
T.M.-bagpipes 




F.S.-"I want a fish 
witch." 
Amb.-to own a '61 
red, rusted dodge 
School Club-Matt Club 
Weak.-Lisa and Janet 




F .Q.-"What's going 
on here?" 
Loves-a certain sweet 
someone: C.H. 
Fut 'SO-still taking 




Love is Blue 
Proto.-Willie Hop 
LEITH HATCH, 5C 










BARB HIND, 5D 
Fut '80-A millionaire! 
P.P.-curlers 




JEFF JAMES, SA 
T.M.-gloved hands 
App.-rare, unique 
Amb.-to reform Wendy? 
Weak.-W.R., H.P., 
Brdwn, Spk., Was ... 
etc ... 
F.P.-See amb. & weak. 
F.S.-"Don't be rare!" 




and more Italians 
Proto.-Eric the Red 
F.P.-reading the phone 
book 
T.M,-a pictvre of Henry 
App.-Bozo 
Fut 'SO-victim of a 
vampire 
DEBBIE KADIN, 5E 
App.-innocent??? 




Fut 'BO-marrying a 
certain blonde 
F.S.-"l'm game." 
F.Q .• "You're kidding." 
JACKIE HAMMOND, 
58 
App.-sexy, like Donald 
Duck 
F.S.-"You're kidding." 
P.P.-people with curly 
hair, a certain guy who 
talks about cars con-
stantly 
Amb.-to travel around 
the World 
N.N.-Curly 
P.D.-driving P.R.'s car 
Fut '80,married with 
eight kids 
T.M.-curly hair 









Fut 'SO-teaching Math 
P.D.-professional Cow 
Milker 











FRITS JANSSEN, 5A 






App.-a new sex symbol 
F.P.-girl watching 








F.S.-1 could learn to 
hate you! 
F.Q .• "Why me, Lord? 
Why me?" 
App.-Very Rare! 




F.P.-listening to Tiny 
P.D.-minister 
A.4-Maltby's 
JOAN KEITH, SE 
Weak.-1 ittle blue Volks-
wagon 




A.4-catching up on last 
night's sleep 
T.M.-Bryan 









Fut '80-service clerk 
at Steinburg's 
BILL KOTEVICH, SA 
F. P.-gett1ing pounded 









P.P.-cars that won't start 
T.M.-a floorless Falcon 
A.4-7-11 
Fut '80-vvho knows?? 
Loves-many 
Weak.· THOSE partiesfl i 
ANNE LEMBKE, SE 
App.-innocence per-
sonified 
Fut '80-wild blue 
yonder 
Weak.-certain unex-
pected wild parties 
A.4-the telephone 
hour 
Amb.-a little older; 
a little wilder 
F.S.-"I sure fak ed 









A.4-waiting for five 
P.D.-hangi ng around 
school yards 
Fut '80-29 years old 
Weak.-Carol 








F.S.-"l'm sure I" 














Fut '80-wait until the 
'90's 
App.-sloppy 
F.S.-Sure, why notl 





F.0.-So what's new? 
N.N.-Alfie 
Fut 'SO-picking tobacc, 

























Loves-a little o l ' 
Wolfe 









F.P.-Case studies at 
the Point with Mark 
Fut 'SO-classical guitarist 
A.4-W.C.I. darkroom 
Proto.-Paul Simon 
BILL KOST, SA 
Weak.-Nursery Rhymes, 





poison apples, witches, 
magic mirrors 
F.S.·"1 still want to know 
what Jack and Jill were 
doing on that hill?" 
Proto.-Jack 
JOAN KRAWCZYK, 50 
App.-straight nosey 




Loves-Mom and the 
animals 
P.D.-falling down a 
raobit hole 
F.S.-"Give peace a 
chance." 













P.P.-going to the cot-
tage on weekends with 
my parents 
Weak.-jewellery 








F.S.-"Well, ya can't 
have everything!" 
Weak.-red heads, orange 
juice 




Title-God's gift to 
teachers 
Amb.-to make a mil-
lion dollars before she's 
25 
F.S.-"I come from a 














F.P.-learning how to 
drive 
F.S.-"ls that right?-
I didn't know that!" 
PAUL J. McAINEY 





A.4-night shift on 
Highway Patrol 
F.P.-watching car-




P.D.-warm, close place 
by the fire 






P.0.-sure not Windsor 
P.P.-freaks 
F.S.-"Ol!t of Sight." 
TIM McKINLEY, 58 
You're lucky to have 
the picture in print! 
GEORGE D. MEAN-
WELL, 5C 
The Mona Lisa 
Must have had 
The Highway Blues 
You can tell 
By the way 

























studies at the Point 
with Gord 
P.P.-driving back for 
Gord 
F.S.-"Well, son of a 
gun." 
Amb.-to beat Howard 
Hughes 






App.-an overfed Judy 
Fut 'SO-the white 
house by Peerless 
F.P.-grooving with 
Dick Clark Saturday 
Mornings 
A.4-0ne Life to Live 
P.D.-picking up pop 
bottles in the alleys 
P.P.-8. Anderson 
VICKIE McLEAN, 58 
App.-pushing 15 
P.P.-15 year old 
hustlers 
T.M.-green eyes and 
sunny (?) smile 





























F.P.,sitting on the 








F.S.-1 don't understand; 
gotta tell --. 
T.M.-a dark, sexy Serb 
P.P.-not enough sleep 
(choir trips) 
F.P.-going to soccer 
games 
P.0.-U.S.A. 





App.-1 like it 
Amb.-Oh, am I sup-
posed to have one? 
F.P.-sleeping in math 
P.P.-tall people 
Weak.-none 











owners and farmers 
P.D.-meter maid 
Weak.-pushing cars 
down Huron Line 




App.-same as picture 
F.S.-"Ouit picking 













second time around 
P.D.-See Spot jump, 
2 + 2 = 4, Elmer the 




DOLORES MOMO- MARCIA MONIK, 5E ANN NANSON, 5C TIUK, 56 Fut '80-T-moke App.-criminal at 18 App.-auditioning for machine P.P.-220 miles "Dark Shadows" App.-Miss Black F.P.-writing letters T .M .-a beauty mark, America '70 P.D.-T.O. but you'll never guess P.D.-nursing Fut '80-Massachu-where! Weak. -Wizard of Oz setts N.N.-Mommyuk and the Colonel F.S.-"You're kid, Amb.-hoppin' a boat A.4-following the ding!", "No kid-to the Ukraine yellow brick road ding!" IF.P.-keepin' one T.M.-spastic tooth Proto.-Tugboat N.Y.-roughin' it up 
Annie inT.O. 
MARIE NOVAK, SC JIM OLDRIDGE, SE KATHY ONICA, 5E N.N.-Maria & Mia P.P.-C.W. F.S.-"You big creep:• T.M.-Red (?} hair, F.P.-M.C.M. Dairy Bar P.P.-Friday night band dimples& WEIRD F.S.-"Playin' foot- practice laugh ball?" F .P.-Making up with P.P.-short men Weak.-not being on Gary Weak.-Javelins, blonde time A.4-protecting what's men, & G.T.O.'s Loves-sports, girls mine Loves-that's open for Fut '80-still going Amb.-teaching discussion! I to school T.M.-that certain boy Fut 'SO-truck driver 




PETER OSBORN, 50 I .4JIIK·~ BOB OSBORNE, 5A App.-a laugh and a Amb.-No. 1 P.D.-owner of a pool half (HAH!} 
P.D.-dead room 
A.4-getting pounded F.P.-Daddy's little 
out helper 
P.P.-Mo-town, Weak.-my body 
accordians T .M.-fastest mumble 
Proto.-dirt mouth in the West 
P.P.-people who ask: 
"Where d id you learn 
to talk?" 
Fut 'SO-pitstop 
mechanic TERRY PATRICK, CORAL PERKINS, 
5A 58 
F .P.-pounding out App.-Oh well! It 
Ozzie and Koty couldn't be helped 
T.M.-fluffy burns Weak.-dark hair and 
and broken nose beards 
f 'f.J'-1 RICHARD PERNAL, Fut 'SO-Bordens A.4-allergy shots 5C A.4-going out for F.S.-"Hey Wow! ,. Mr. Soccer sports That's great I" ~ _k< • 
Weak.-strength? \ T.M.-weird lunches App.-Johnny Weis- / Fut 'SO-M.R.S. 
muller degree 
Proto.-Pau I Butter- f N.N.-Coral Reef, 
field Corral 
GARY PE RPI CH, 5C 
ROSEMARY ~~ JOANNE PIERCELL, T. M.-carload of PHANEUF, 58 ' : 5C 
freaky friends Fut '80-sunny N.N.-Jo (for short--P.P.-freaks, N&D beaches o'f California _ very short} 
App.-straight A.4-1-11 I - i App.-short & stumpy Amb.-Hollywood, App.-dosie ..._ (::;. , A.2-nothing Oscar N.N.-Dosie Rosie ( e: T.M.-spaghetti soup P.D.-Windsor P.D.-Mathematician? ~ )'r - ! Weak.-M.S.S. Weak.-qu inellas, F.S.-"You're kidding!!" // teachers ex actors, etc ... Weak.-THOSE parties! F.S.-"You dumb F.P.-"the track" ',~ wop!" 
Proto.-Mama Mia 
YVONNE PISCI-DENNISJ. PIPER,5A ALBA PISCITELLI, TELLI, 5E T.M.-Green and Bia- 50 Amb.-to own a fast satti A.4-elbow-deep in sports car A.4-Hanging around flour at Gino's T.M.-Black hair school App.-an angel ic App.-"piernas P.P.-little kids Canadian-Wop (??) como Gina Lollo-Weak.-fire F.S.-"You're unreal." brigida" ; Proto.-Joe Namath Fut 'SO-teaching F .S;;"I n !!!Y country P.D.-DEAD French with an Italian 




SEAMUS POWERS, HEATHER PYE, 5C TON, 58 
5E Weak.-moustaches, F.P.-travelling - any-
T.M.-leather anything purple where, anytime, anyway 
App.-familiar P.P.-white socks F.Song-"On the Road 
Loves-Windsor Police A.4-selling cigarettes, Again" -Ca,nned Heat 
F .S.-" Looks good cavortini with Pumas T.M.-Hitchhiker's 
on you." T.M.· H Thumb 
Weak.-<lriving slowly F.P.-"Puma"-cizing P.D.-Truck Driver 
Hobby-shopping the world P.P.-standing or 




BRIAN RAISBECK, RICHARD RENAUD, 
5C 58 
DON RADFORD,5D I. 'S . ) I F.P . .going animal, F.P.-Got a ... ? meeting sincere N.N.-ltch, Dogs 
people App.-Parley vous 
F .S.-"People just francais? 
I have nothing more 
~ t 
don't understand." Fut '80-Caincer 
to sayl 
App.-individualistic Clinic ..... shrimp P.P.-spikes, student 
P.P.-girls with a fees, doctors' 
phoney front certificates, (grad 
P.D.-being supported write-ups) 
by a workin91 wife 
ELIZABETH 
BECKY REYNOLDS ~ 
RITCHIE, 5C 
CHERYL RIDDICK, P.P.-apathy, hypocrisy, 
App.-1S??? 5D pettiness 
P.P.-J.F .R. . _ -- P.P.-financial affairs F.P.-studying the 
T.M.;?~agle ey;f r- _- ~ . A.4-punching keys life cycles Qf Walker-
F.S.· I m sure. ,_ , . P.D.-professional day- villian squirrels, play-
Weak.-5'7" anal ~ . · dreamer ing with Kath's dog u~• \ _ . App.-mix and match F.S.-"Just fan-
Weak.-"Surrey with TAS-tic!" 
the fringe" P.D.-junior partner 
F.S.-"Oh, shoot!" in Windsor's one 
and only pancake 
franchise 
CANDY RYAN, 5E 
ANDREW ROOT, SE B1 LINDA ROUGH· N.N.-Candle App.-serious · · ··:: TON, 5D App.-brunnette 
F.S.-"l'm sure." P.P.-afternoon Lady Godiva 
Fut 'SO-helping out c-(~. · .. classes Fut 'SO-hitchhiking 
people . , _ '. , F .S.-"Meanw hile ... " through Europe 
P.P.-H.T.L. 
1 
- - ; P.D.-Teachers' P.P.-the slow 
Proto.-J.J. Johnson , . ,- l College Weak.-a skinny little 
Weak.-Roger ostrich 
F.Q.-What? F.S.-"Oh, no!" 
Fut 'SO-married F.P.-euchre 
T.M .-<leek of cards 
ADRIAN SCOTT, 5E 
F .S. -"You no good 
?1@•1" 
SUSAN SALE, 58 ~ · ANN SAVEVSKI, 5D Loves-Marg, Mom, App.-skinny legs P.D.-married Marg's morn 'n all T.M.-blue jeans Qi -,• Weak.-Mrs. Parks Weak.-red heads Amb.-teach French 
~ 
App.-what about my 
Proto.-Soupy Sales in a quiet country hair? 
F.P.-sewing the same .-""\_-r Weak.-mushroom P.P.-Mr. Slick, Miss dress for four soup Fell 
months F.S.-"Wait a ·l T.M.-very fast blue 
minute!" 250 Suzuki X6 
P.D.-seamstress \ Hustler 
Proto.-Prototype? 
What does that mean, 
anyway? 
SUSAN SCOTT, 5E BILL SELLARS, 5A MARY SHYSHAK, 5E 
App.-here, there, App.-wishy-washy App.-a lost child 
and everywhere A.4-music and Fut 'SO-a found 
N.Y.-nursing racket scenes woman 
P.P.-Betsy F.P.-psyching myself T.M.-UKI POWER , ~ -,, I P.D.-Fort Knox Weak.-acid rock BUTTOM 
F.S.-he's picking me Hobbies-making P.P.-Slick &"The 
up after work acid rock Code", Bob-lo ice 
Fut 'SO-withdrawal cream 
Amb.-to escape F.S.-"Hey squirrel!" 
Proto.-Peter Sellers "What a martyr!" 
N.N.-Schnick 







Weak.-A Certain Male 
Fut 'SO-Ask the Boss 
N. Y.-University of 
Windsor 
F.P.-Going up to 
Grand Bend 
LINDA SMITH, 5A 
Amb.-to be a member 









































nald, Randy, Ron, 
etc .. ; Grade 12 Math 
F.S.-"Who's got a 
spare next period?" 
GALE SIMKO, 50 
Amb.-to meet 
Bonzo dog 
F.P.-"Trying not to 
be liked, but WELL 
liked!" 
F.S.-"Hey Nanci 




















P.P.-noisy red cars 
or 0.0. 
RON STEWART, 5A 
P.P.-Smitty's beard 





F.0.-"How's it going, 
Smitty?" 




World is Watching!" 
App.-Abbe Hoffman 
Proto.-campus radical 





Custom 500, sun 
glasses 
P.P.-wearirig glasses, 
girls with haircuts 
like boys 
Weak.-girls with 
long hair, sports 
N.N.-"Zeem", Suave 
F.P.-spares with 




DAVE TISDALE, 5A 
A.4-a weed, a coke, 
and ABX 
Wkends--a tall blonde 
P.P.-short girls 
Fut 'SO-Level 5 Chem 
Weak.-a tall blonde 
T.M.-a deck of X-A 
and a V.W. 
F.S.-Hey twit-
features 
FRED SMITH, 5A 
P.P.-my pet bird 
Fut 'SO-surfing 
around the world 
A.4-out for some 
milk with the boys 
N.N.-Super Smitty 
P.0.-shipwrecked 























!*%*&! aren't ya?!" 




patter of l'il feet 
Weak.-"Snickers" 
F .P.-roller skating 
App.-baby's own 
BILL TAYLOR, 56 
App.-Blank 




F.P.-Fixin' the car 
P.0.-a decent car 
P.P.-'63 Austin 
GRANT TRIPP, 5C 
P.0.-Bozo's Big Top 
App.-Bozo 
Fut 'SO-Bozo's Big 
Top 
Amb.-to be a Bozo 
Proto.-Bozo 
P.P.-Bozo 


















PETER WEBER, 50 




















P.P.-guys who ask 
"Why not?" 





App.-try to guess 
Fut 'SO-still trying 
T.M.-blue eyes 















'r;- . . 
~ . 
i '• ,,..~ ..,.., 
fr -~ -.. ··. 
KIM VAN DELIN-
DER, 50 
F.S.-l'm almost sure! 
T.M.-fuzzy hair, 
the Yankee car 
Amb.-to reach 5'4" 
Weak.-guys over six 
feet; wild weekends 
P.P.-people with 
straight hair 









A.4-fun & games 
F.S.-"You old 
shoobe do." 
BRENDA WEEKS, 5D 
F.S.-"Tho:se secretaries 



















brown eyes, 6'2Y:." 
F .S.-"No Sweat" 
F.P.-Temptations 








Fut '80-Jim and Jrs. 
N.Y.-C.P. Air? 
N&D? 
P. P.-know-it-al Is! 









A.4-1'11 never tell 
Proto.-Jackie 




~ I ~ 
JERRY VAN NIE,5E 
P.P.-shaving 
App.-unique 







DICK WALSH, 5C 
P.P.-Uncle Nick 
A.4-WABX-FM 
F.P.-trying to think 
of a favourite pastime 
F.S.-"You hear the 
one about the 
farmer's daughter 























GAi L BONDY, 40 
Ap,p.-Blonde Bomb-
shell 
A.4-riding in a yellow 
triumph 
F.P.-boys& L.B. 
F.S.-"Oh, come on." 
F.Q .• "Anyone got a 
jag?" 
P .P. · (Greasers) 









Fut '80-live for 
today 





preciate the existence 
of four foot pickles 
P.P.-"straights" 
P.D.-ert college, T.O. 
Fut 'SO-selling 
fingerpaintings to 





A.4-same as before six 
App.-neat and sexy 
N.N.-0.D.D. 





JIM GRANT, 40 
A.4-1264 Monmouth 
F.P.-Colleen 
Fut 'SO-Colleen and 
sons? daughters? 
N.Y.-N&D? U. of C.? 




F.P.-E + K Scottish, 
skating 

























P.P.-that nude man witti 
white socks 
Fut 'SO-drunk at the 
Riviera 
F .P.-working at the 
Red Barn with Sal 
P.D.-bed pan 








A.4-ride shotgun on 
Highway Patrol with 
P.J. 
F.P.-drinking, 





























how to crack gum 





F.S.-"Might as well." 
P.P.-homework 










F.P.-Joe, who else! 
F.S.-"That's close!" 
'Tm almost sure!" 
P.D.-out of town 
App.- innocent--
RI GHT?? 
DOUGLAS GILL, 40 
App.-1 nnocent? Don't 
bet on it! 
A.4-0liver practices 
F.S.-Mr. 0., May I 
use the car? 
N.N.-Dougers 
F.P.-Out with the 
boys 
P,D,·I n jail with the 











F .P.-freaking out in 
ink blots 





























P.P.-that nude man 
with white socks 
F.P.-working at Red 





Fut 'SO-raising St. 



































TERRY PERRY, 4E 
A-4 · bed 
N.N. • Steel Man, T.P. 
App.· Held up 
Fut . . Room 707 A 
Hotel Oieu 
F.P. • car accidents 
P.P . • "What happen-
ed to you?" 
AL SCOTT, 4E 
App.,bored (I am) 
P.P.-this article 
A.4-finding out 




Amb.-B lack Belt 
F.S.-"Silence is 
safe." 






Amb.-l'm st ill 
thinking 
Weak.-chop suey & 
gum drops 
Ila 




fut 'SO-playing for 









PHIL McLEOD, 40 
App.-varies 
P.P.-messy hair & 
baggy pants 
F.S.-"Why am I 




and leaky sailboats 
Fut 'SO-halfway 
there 







JIM PFAFF, 4E 
App.-edible 
P.P.-teachers who 
say "Do your thing" 
and various other 


















MARK ST. PIERRE, 
4E 
App.-tired 
F .P.-keeping late hours 
F .S.-"Let's go to the 
store and get some 
eats." 
























Amb.-to be a 
bunny 
A.4-no-no's ... l I 




F.S.-"Eat it, Bozo." 
F.P.-12S1 Mon-
mouth 









Fut 'BO-trying to 













Proto.-Wise Old Man 
P.P.-teeny-boppers 
Loves, Yankee girls 
(P.M.) 
BRIAN SYKES, 4E 
F.S.-"Who's drinking 
tonight?" 





LOIS VON KEITZ, 40 
P.P.-phonies 
Fut '80-$50. a night 
(inflation you know) 
F.P.-study anatomy 
(male) by braille 
F.S.-"Get off it, eh?" 
F.0.-Hell 
Proto.-Olive Oil 











P.P.-girls with long 






Fut '80-still working 
on law degree 
Graduates Not Pictured: 
Caru Hong, 5E 
Donna Horne, 50 
Danny Newman, 4E 
Mike Podolsky, 4E 




ovt of ditches (white 
sox) 
Fut 'SO-nursing 
F .S.-"You should see 
the guy I met last night!" 
F .P.-meeting guys 
Weak.-brown-eyed 





Fut '80-the conch 
A.4-construction 
workers 











A.4- after four 
F.S.- favourite saying 
F.P.- favourite pastime 
F.0.- favourite 
question 
F.H.- folk hero 
Fut '80- future 1980 
"Let Ancient times delight other folk; 
l rejoice that I was not born 'til now." 
PAT WILLCOCK, 4E 
P.P.-"the gorilla tree" 
Fut 'SO-married to 
Rick 
App.-inconspicuous 





TED WYPYCH, 40 
P.P.-teachers who think 
they can teach 
Fut 'BO-controlling 
interests in L.C.B.O., 
















N. Y .- next year 
N.N.- n ickname 
P.P.- pet peeve 




SCHOLARSHIPS AND BURSARIES 
QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY 125th ANNIVERSARY SCHOLARSHIP 
Heather Collins 
UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR SCHOLARSHIPS 
(a) Norah Cleary Entrance Scholarship 
EI izabeth Reader 
(b) Alumni Award 
Rhoda Scott 
(c) Admission Awards 
Maria Nenadovich 
ONTARIO SCHOLARSHIPS 
Joan Bartlet Michael Latimer 
Heather Collins Herbert Lutzac 
Jeffrey Cowan Maria Nenadovich 
Cheryl Haddad Elizabeth Reader 
CHRYSLER CANADA LTD. SCHOLARSHIPS 
Candace Day William Schertzer 
Rolph King 
C.S.E.A. HALLMARK ART SCHOLARSHIP 
David Saltmarche 
FORD MOTOR COMPANY OF CANADA SCHOLARSHIP 
Herbert Lutzac 
ALICE WILSON GRAYBIEL MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP 
Robert Thompson 
IMPERIAL ORDER DAUGHTERS OF THE EMPIRE AWARDS 
Lady Beck Chapter Donna Stewart 
Lieutenant Douglas Green Chapter 
Jane Saunders 









ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION ONTARIO PROVINCIAL COMMAND BURSARY 
Susan Tomlinson 
UKRANIAN GRADUATES ASSOCIATION of DETROIT and WINDSOR SCHOLARSHIP 
Patricio Swintak 
WINDSOR COACHES ASSOCIATION BURSARY 
William Todd 
WINDSOR POPPY FUND AWARDS 
Eric Fournier 
WALKERVILLE COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE SCHOLARSHIPS 
W.N. BALL MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIPS 
Michael lockwood (English) 
Lynda Fall (History) 
Joanne Cole ( Language) 
Donald McLeod (Mathematics) 








Al Boulaine Shoes 
Algoma Roofing 
Avis Rent-A-Car 
A & W Drive In 
Bob Gees Service 
Bulmer ,& Strickland Insurance 




Chrysler Canada Ltd. 
Clothes Closet 
Colosseo Pizzeria 
Copelands' Books & Stationery 
Croll & Croll 
Danish Bakery 
Dominion Golf Club 
Dingwall Ford 
East End Plumbing 
Emerson's Beauty Salon 













Hodare's Auto Sale Ltd. 
Horvath Jewellery 
International Hair Styles 
Judy Shop 




Madys Big Boy 
Maher Shoe Stores 
Mayor Wansbrough & Council 
Metro Windsor Catering 
Mighty Mouse 
Motor City Petroleums 


















































N & D Supermarket 




R & J Dairy Bar 
Roger Allan Lumber 
Sam's Department Store 
Shanfield's 
Shanfield - Meyers 
Mr. & Mrs. Tom Soanes 
South land Insurance Agency 
. Stuart Clothes 
Teppermen's 
Top Hat Supper Club 
Varsity Sports Centre 
Velvet Dairy Bar 
Walkerville Florists 
Wanda's Beauty Shop 
Wansbourgh's Camera Shop 
Weepers Jewellers 
Werner's Shoes 
Windsor Board of Education 
Windsor Crafts & Supplies 
Windsor Credit Union 
Windsor News Company 






















Show your appreciation of these advertisers 
who support our v.earbook, by patronizing 
their stores. 
















































OUR PATRONS 1969-1970 
Mr. and Mrs. I. A. Allison 
Mr. D. Atkinson 
Mrs. R. Birch 
Scott Boughner 
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Britton 
Mr. and Mrs. G. Brumpton 
Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Bunt 
Miss J. Campbell 
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Carey 
Mr. and Mrs. Cruikshank 
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Cruickshanks 
Mr. J. S. Curry 
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Curry 
Mr. and Mrs, John Dunn 
Mr. T. J. Ellard 
Miss G. Falls 
Mrs. Joan Fulmer 
Mr. and Mrs. P. G. Gieswein 
Gordana 
Miss M. Haller 
Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Halliday 
Mr. and Mrs. J. Henderson 
Miss G. Hewus 
Miss E. Hutchinson 
Miss R. Johnson 
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Kocela 
Mr. and Mrs. N. Kupnicki and Nicole 
Mr. D. W. Lawson 
Mrs. M. G. Lawson 
Lisa 
Mr. J. Lowden 
Miss J. E. Lowden 
Mr. C. A. MacDonald 
Maria 
Mr. F. Mandel 
Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Matteis 
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. McKenzie 
Melissa 
Mr. and Mrs. R. Miller 
Mr. and Mrs. M. Mollicone 
Mr. and Mrs. R. Monger 
Mr. and Mrs. F. MontoU1r 
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Neal 
Nikola 
Miss M. Parkinson 
Mrs. Perfect 
Mr. and Mrs. M. Pisko 
Mr. and Mrs. M. D. Preudhomme 
Miss J.M. Proulx 
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Roberts 
Miss J. Shillington 
Mr. R. Sillick 
Miss E. H. Skelly 
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Soanes 
Mr. and Mrs. J. Stomp 
Mrs. J. C. Strick 
Mr. and Mrs. D. Testani 
Mr. D. A. Thoms 
Mrs. Thurgood 
Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Tortorice 
Mr. R. E. Tyler 
Mr. and Mrs. D. L. Waddell 
Mr. J. W. Wheeler 
Mr. and Mrs. G. Wonsch 
Mr. G. D. Wortley 
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Young 
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Young 
Miss H. E. Zapotochny 
The Blue and White Yearbook staff would like to 
thank all patrons for supporting the 1970 yearbook. 
Without the aid of the above people this year's edition 






CLEARWATER DODGE LTD. 




ST AMPS & SUPPLIES 
\ 
1567 Ottawa St. 
Phone 253-1275 Windsor, Ont. 
GOLDEN GATE RESTAURANT 
1850 Wyandotte St. Ea~t 
Compliments of 
R & J DAIRY BAR 
1675 Ottawa Street 
COLOSSEO PIZZERIA 
*RESTAURANT* 
Specializing in PIZZA 
SPAGHETTI & BAR-B·O ORDERS TO TAKE OUT 
PHONE 256-3962 or 254-4863 
1456 Ottawa Windsor, Ont. 
KOKAR'S CLOTHING 
Smart Ladies' Wear 




1701 Wyandotte St. E. 
254-3623 
IF YOU WANT TO WALK HAPPY 
WALK MAHER 
Bulmer & StricllanJ oftJ. 
100 
Personal and Commercial Insurance Agents 
1479 Tecumseh Road East 
Windsor 20, Ontario 
Office: 256-3409 
J. Barry Strickland F.1.1.C. Evenings: 252-9848 
PEDRICK 'S 
FLOWERS LTD . 
849 Riverside Dr. E. 
Windsor 14, Ont. 
Phone 253-5921 
VARSITY SPORTS 





C. G. RUSSELL ARMSTRONG 
ASSOCIATES LTD. 
SUITE 317 BARTLET BUILDING 




O'NEILL BERNHARDT LTD . 
INTERIOR FURNITURE 
1645 Wyandotte St. E. 
- Windsor, Ontario -
EMERSON BEAUTY SALON 
1680 Tecumseh Blvd. E. 
101 
SHANFIELDS-MEYERS 
JEWELLERY & CHINA SHOP 
Diamonds, Watches, China, Silverware, Gifts 
Canada's Largest Selection of English Bone China 
Cut Crystal, Stemware and Rosenthal China 










BEST WISHES FROM 
THE HOME OF THE 
BIG BOY 
4440 Tecumseh Rd. E. 
883 Huron Line Rd. 
358 Ouellette Ave. 
Windsor Airport 
PHONE 966-0120 
AUTO GLASS SERVICE 
Glass For All Building 
Purposes 
Glazing Contractors 
2376 E. C. Row Ave. 
At Walker Rd. 
HUNTER'S PHARMACY 
3019 Tecumseh Rd. E. 
Ph. WH 5-4333 
Windsor, Ontario 
THE FOUR LALA'S 





WANDA'S BEAUTY SHOP 










And Gifts for 
Wyandotte & Devonshire Streets 
253-6420 
1368 Ottawa Street Silverware All Occasions 
Windsor, Ontario 
COMPLIMENTS OF 





NANTAIS SPORT SHOP LTD. 
2075 Wyandotte St. W. - Windsor, Ont. 
Phone 252-5705 
Russ Nantais Fred Luxford 







COMPLIMENTS OF THE 
JUDY SHOP 





In The Very Finest 
,,,~~4 
l!l!tmS 
OUR COMPLETE STOCK OFFERS A 
WIDE CHOICE OF ALL REGULAR 
ITEMS AT COMPETITIVE PRICES! 
In addition, you will find many other items that are 
sometimes very pifficult to obtain elsewhere. Our ex-
perienced sales staff will be happy to serve you and 
assist with any school supply problems you may have. 
HEADQUARTERS FOR COLES NOTES 
AND 
THE TRIANGLE STUDENT REVIEW 
G.B. COPELAND 
BOOKS AND STATIONERY 
1292 Lincoln Rd. (at Ottawa) Phone 254-8441 
WE'RE FAMOUS 
FOR OUR COFFEE 
VELVET 
DAIRY BAR 





TO SERVE YOU BETTER 
HODARE'S 
AUTO SALES LTD. 
Indoor Car Showroom 
Phone 945-0249 
RICHARD M. HODA RE 
HOWARD J. DILLON 
TERRENCE H. CLUGSTON 
5876 Tecumseh Rd. E. 
Windsor, Ontario 
Compliments of 
ROGER ALLAN LUMBER LTD. 
cA . ~orvath 
JE WE L L E R 
1295 Ottawa Street 
254-4800 






























Res. 948· 1577 
Custom Cabinets 
and Furniture 
Recreation Aooms and Additions 
Formica Work 
2216 Janette Ave. 
John Gentsch Windsor 12, Ont. 
STUART 
Style Corner 
Ouellette at University 
for 
"TEEN MAN" Clothes 





And Vending Services Ltd. 
3110 Devon Road 
Windsor , Ontar io 
Ph. 969-5860 
Compliments of AGNEW SURPASS 
CATHERINE WILSON'S NURSING HOME 
580 Devonshire Rd. 
252-9121 




Exclusive Furrier a. J. gervais 
furs LIMITED 
A. J. GERVAIS 
762 OUELLETTE AVENUE 
TELEPHONE 253-2111 Windsor Ontar io 
BOB GEE 
Shell Service Station 







1214 Ot tawa St., Windsor, Ont. 
ALGOMA ROOFING 
means going first class in 
aluminum, trim and siding 
PHONE 254-3463 
Students Receive 
Special Attention at 
VARSITY SPORTS 
71 Riverside Drive West 
(at Ouellette Ave.) 
GYM UNIFORMS . .. SCHOOL JACKETS 
CRESTS & LETTERING 
COMPLIMENTS OF 




On University W. near Peiisser MIGHTY MOUSE 
105 
Compliments of 3C 
Compliments of 
N & D SUPERMARKET LIMITED 
Yorktown 
1349 Grand Marais Road 
Eastown 
2090 Lauzon Road 
Windsor Owned - Windsor Operated 
Open 8:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M. 
Monday through Saturday 
TRANSPORT of CANADA LTD. 
Car & Truck Rental and Leasing Division 
308 Wyandotte St. East 
Windsor, Ontario 
Tel. 256-2631 
Avis Rents and Leases all makes of 
Cars and Trucks 
WE T RY HARDER 
1501 Tecumseh Rd. E. 
-
OUR SPORTS PROGRAM FOR THIS SEASON 
Chrysler has a great sports lineup for 1970: 
For starters, Plymouth 1970 makes it with 
the fabulous Barracuda Series. Valiant Duster 340. 
And the imperturbable Plymouth GTX. 
Or, you and your folks could be Dodge 
Material. Find out with a run in the ca rs with the 
bumblebee stripe: The Challenger. Charger 500. 
Dart Swinger 340. Coronet Super Bee. 
The loaded lineup. Performance on wheels, 
waiting for the call of the road. 
Think about it. You'll feel like a million in 
one of these proud new beauties. 
Plymouth ·Dodge· Chrysler· Imperial · Dodge & Fargo Trucks· Simca · Sunbeam 
,~CHRYSLER 
 CANADA LTD. 
ENGINEERING WITH CARE 
£ 
Courtesy 
H. F. WEEPERS JEWELLERS 





A Thought for Tomorrow - Let not your mind run on 
what you lack as much as on what you have already. 
Of the things you have, select the best; and then 
reflect how eagerly they would have been sought 
EAST END PLUMBING 
Remember Ernie's here 
if you did not have them. - Marcus Aurelius -
GOOD STUDENTS 
MAKE GOOD DRIVERS ... 
AND SMART PARENTS 
SAVE WITH SAFECO 
See us and cut auto insurance as much as 25% 
SOUTHLAND INSURANCE SERVICE 
1459 Tecumseh Rd., E. 
252-6591 
Announcing SAFECO'S 
Good Student Policy 
If you are a male high school student (or college student) and are in the 
upper 20% of your class .... or have a "B" or better average .... SEE US. 
You can save on your car insurance if you are an occasional driver of 
your parent's car, or own your own car. What's more--even if your 
grades aren't that good, you can still qualify for other young driver 






Compliments of DORWIN PASTRY SHOP 
DOMINION GOLF CLUB 
Howard Ave. 
969-4350 





Com pi iments of 
CROLL & CROLL 






Compliments of LICENSED MECHANICS FREE ESTIMATES 
FARRELL'S PHARMACY LTD. EVOY'S TEXACO 
252-4170 
1495 Tecumseh Rd. E. 
1780 OTTAWA AT CHILVER 
Complete Car Service 
Firestone Tires 
Satisfaction Guaranteed 
256-3436 Ask For 
Grant or Emilio 





MAYOR FRANK WANSBROUGH 
COUNCIL: 
Huntley J. Farrow 
Mrs. Elizabeth Kishkon 
Roy Moore 
Peter Mackenzie 
Dr. Roy Perry 
Anthony Soda 
Thomas S. Toth 




TOP HAT SUPPER CLUB Paint, and Wallpaper, Ltd. 
713 University St. East 
Windsor, Ontario 
Draperies and Rugs 
Interior and Exterior Colour Stylists 
"Wallpapers from Around the World" 
6975 Wyandotte St. E., Corner Virginia 
Phone 948-2771 
? 
THE WINDSOR BOARD OF EDUCATION 
offers greetings and best wishes to 
the staff and students 
of 
WALKERVILLE COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE 
To the members of the 1970 Graduating Class, we extend our 
sincerest congratulations for your past achievements and best 
wishes for the future. 
WINDSOR 
BOARD OF EDUCATION 
1970 
Elected T rustees 
WARD I .............................. . .......................... H. A. Campbell 
WARD 11 ...••••••......•••.••••.••.••..•••••••...•.•••.•.• G. Alan Buchanan, B.A. 
WARD Il l ........................................... T. N. Libby, B.A., L.Th., M.S.W. 
WARD IV .................................. . ............... . ........ A. Caird 
WARD V .............. . ................. . ....................... R. V. Simpson 
WARD VI .................................................... . ... D. T. Watson 
WARD VI I ................................ . ......... . ............ G. H. Hawkins 
WARD VIII ..... . .......................................... S. M. McDowall, B.A.Sc. 
B. K. Ducharme 
J. C. MacDonald, B.A. 
Board of Education Trust ees 
Elected by Separate School Ratepayers 
110 
K. E. Fathers 
P. L. McManus, B.A. 
-
Com pi iments of KEN BURLING'S GULF SERVICE 
MOTOR CITY PETROLEUMS, LTD. 1920 Ottawa at Kildare 
253-7419 3396 Woodward Windsor, Ontario 
SAM'S DEPARTMENT STORE FASHION MILLINERY 
Supplies and Custom Millinery 
Ready to Wear Hats 
Now Windsor's Largest Store for Men & Young Men 
1516, Ottawa Street 
254-6481 
1569 Tecumseh Rd. E. 
WHERE FASHION ORIGINATES 
•~ HAIR STYLES BY EZIO 
CANADIAN STYLING AMBASSADOR 
MEMBER OF CANADIAN OLYMPIC TEAM 
WINNER OF 
27 TROPHIES & 7 GOLD MEDALS 
COVERING EVERY PHASE OF HAIRSTYLING 
256-9331 OR STUDIO 2 
256-3662 254-5404oR 
If Busy Cell 253-0510 254-5642 
36 CHATHAM E 2122 GLADSTONE 
WALKERVILLE FLORISTS 
1900 Wyandotte St. E. 
252-6503 
FREE PARKING 
HEATHER BELL FISH and CHIPS 
It's the taste that tells 
256-6845 
256-2383 
oil J3ouliane SlioeJ .~tJ. A.~ft&~; 
7', CAMERA SHOP 39 CHATHAM ST. E. 1509 Tecumseh Rd. E. Phone 256-6903 
LIMITED WINDSOR. ONT. WINDSOR, ONTARIO 
f 
Happiness for Snoopy is 




Happiness for 1C is 



























































Comp I iments of 
3A and Mighty Mouse 
who was away on a mission 
when this picture was taken. 
Compliments of 
lK 
who deserves to be commended on their originality. 
The more you study, 
The more you learn. 
The more you learn, 
The more you know. 
The more you know, 
The more you forget, 
So why study? 
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COMPLIMENTS OF 1G. 
Com pi iments of 
ELITE FURNITURE 
AND APPLIANCES 
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by Senior Students 
" The Boor" presented 
for Senior Students 
Student Life 
1969-70 
Students provide Folk Night entertainment while audience relaxes 
"Measure For Measure". Shakespeare's timeless comedy enjoyed by high school 
students. 
Students campaign for positions on, Agora 
Semi-formal 
Picture by Douglas Spillane 
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... 
Students explore new job opportunities 
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BLUE & WHITE EXECUTIVE 
Elizabeth R itchie 
EDITOR'S COMMENT 
"There's a new world coming, 
This one's coming to an end. 
A new voice calling, 
You can hear it if you try, 
And it's growing stronger 
With each day that passes by ... " 
The new Walkerville has arrived! The purpose of a good yearbook is to cap-
ture the events, faces, and feelings of a school year. It must preserve these for 
the generation which has the memories and to explain effectively the year to 
others so they, too, can share it. 1969-70 marks the end of an old and the 
beginning of a new era for Walkerville. One word sums up the feeling of this 
"happening". It is "re-birth". 
Walkerville has certainly been re-born. Not only has it been transformed by 
construction to a more modernized structure, but the feelings of the school 
are also re-invigorated. "Re-invigorated" because these feelings have been here 
before but have not been evident for the past five years. 1969-70 marks the 
rebirth of school spirit as the soccer team gains the W.S.S.A. title, the basket-
ball, football, wrestling, and other teams place high standings and, above all, 
are supported by the student body. Once the newspaper said Walkerville 
lacked school spirit and support for her teams, but that year was NOT 
1969-70. This year is one of a rebirth of enthusiasm and participation as new 
clubs such as the Science club were formed and others were expanded. There 
is a rebirth of creativity as shown by the outstanding performance of many 
talented students in the music and dramatic societies' "Oliver!" There is a 
rebirth of understanding and co-operation between students and teachers in 
special conferences held to discuss problems and improvements in classes and 
courses. Stemming from all of this, there is a rebirth of pride in the past, 
present, and future of Walkerville. 
The Blue & White staff recognized these reborn feelings in Walkerville. 
Realizing that it must preserve 1969-70, the staff set out to capt ure the 
pictures of rebirth. Therefore, the theme of the yearbook is "re-birth" and is 
represented by a symbol that resembles an asterisk. Each arm of the symbol 
represents a facet of life at Walkerville such as sports, activities, or classes. 
Each arm is equal in length and width symbolizing that all areas are equally 
important and active. All the arms are joined to a centre meaning they are all 
connected and contributing to the whole Walkerville. 
But the process of growing is not ended. Th is period is only one of "re-
birth". The school can be greatly improved as the enthusiasm, determination, 
co-operation, and loyalty grow for a better Walkerville in which to work, 
create, and play. As the lines of the song state, "and it's growing stronger 
with each day that passes by ... " 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 
The yearbook, too, has been reborn. As you probably noticed, the format 
of the book is completely changed with new features, such as "theme" pages, 
and standardized features, such as "grads", revised and in different areas. Most 
of the pictures are informal or candid in order to show the students realistical-
ly. These changes could only be carried out wit h the enthusiasm, hard work, 
and co-operation shown by all the staff. I thank you all for your efforts and 
support. • 
The following people deserve special recognit ion. Pictures tell the story in 
our annual and I would like to thank Dan Newman and Gord Kitchen who 
spent long hours taking pictures and preparing them for the book. They did 
an outstanding job. 
This is t he longest Blue & White we have ever produced and, therefore, we 
needed more money. Thanks go to Jan Lawson, an advertising manager, and 
her co-managers, Adele Newman and Mira Lorkovich who did a wonderful job 
of raising this money. 
A great deal of imagination and hard work went into designing the layout 
of the pages of this year's book. I would like to thank John and Peter Mc-
Callum who d id an excellent job. 
We all want to thank our advisor, Mr. Matteis, who gave us inspiration and 
encouragement. 











BLUE & WHITE STAFF 
BACK ROW {1-r): Alba Piscitelli, Wendy Chapman, Peter McCallum, Dennis Hannon, Gord Kitchen, John McCallum, 
Rosemary Menyes, Adele Newman. MIDDLE ROW: Donna Wilson, Shirley Schmidt, Marta Dziubanowsky, Jone Krawczyk, 
Carol Telasco, Melissa Manojlovich, Desanka Stipic. FRONT ROW: Dolores Momotiuk, Barbara, Neely, Pam Cohen, 









Adele Newman (Patrons) 
Mira Lorkovich (Class Ads) 
INNER EXECUTIVE 
Elizabeth Ritchie 
Ed itor-1 n-Ch ief 

















































Determination and hard work 
leave their traces here. 
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